DEDICATION
The Hellenic American Society would like to dedicate this issue to the
students and workers of Greece who for the past seven years have been
fighting to liberate their country from neocolonialist dependence on the
United States. The London branch of Alinesty International* has made
available to us two lists. The first list includes about 500 students from all
institutions of higher education in Greece who were arrested, detained, tortured, imprisoned, and exiled during the past seven years, including those
arrested by the "new junta." The second list (undoubtedly a partial list)
Includes 50 people, mostlystudentsand workers, who were killed by the "old
junta" during the November 1973 revolt against the junta. We salute all the
students and workers of Greece, especially those who gave their lives for the
;muse of freedom in Greece and for a better world for all of us.
List of Known Dead
Anagnoitopoulos, Nikolaos
Andarogicu -----, Cypriot Student
, Student
Argyriou
Student
Bads (or Sods)
Chalkiedik I ----, Student
Chaniotakis (or Kestanakis), .--Christopoulos Georgios, Pharmacist
Diamentekl (or Stametak II, Marie
Dimopoulos, Andreas, Engineer
Olplas, Christos, Student
Egeland or Engetand, Doris M.,
Norwegian Student
Evangel'nos, loannIs
Famelos (or Pamelos), VasIlls,
Private Employee
FIIfni*, loannis, Teacher and
Journalist
Gerakidis, Georgics, Tax employee
Gralos, loannis, Student
illopoulos
loannidis ---, Engineer
Kampos (or Karim), loannis
Kamp', Pashril, Turkish subject
Karegiorgis, Stenos, Worker
Keramanis, Marko., Electrician
Komninos, Diomidls, High school
student

Koumoulos, ioannis
Koutournaris Spyros, Former Center
Union Deputy
Kyriskopoultte
Lazariotis, Paneyotis, Student
Manimak is (or Manimanis), Worker
Menolopoulos. ---,Student
Mentzoros„ Student
Merkoutis, Nikoloos, Worker
Mavroyannis, Nikolaos, Worker
Michailidis,
Mikronis, Konstantinos, Student
Myryannis Micheal, Electrician
Panteleakis, Kyriakok Lawyer
Pentidis (or Spartidial, Alexandros,
High school Student
Papsdopoulos, loannis, Student
Pikled (or Beitier1), Vasitiki
Poly=Idle, O., Engineer
Pura, Elan!, High School Student
Semouris Georgic's, Student
Sermons, Osorgios Student
Schizos, -Theodorou, Theolank Child
Touril, Margerete, Foreign Student
taingounis, --, Student
VrIonls, Apostolos
Yannopoulos, Georgios, Student

Article 114 of the 1952 Greek Constittition states: "The defense of
the Constitution is left up to the patriotism of the Greeks." On November 4,
during the George Papandreou memorial demonstrations against the junta,
Nikolaos Morphesis, an elementary school graduate, enacted the Greek Iwo
Jima in front of the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier. After the young man
asked that the two Euzones guarding the tomb pardon him, he stood in front
of the tomb and said these words: "Our immortal ancestral heroes, the Greek
youth crowns you with the flag (Greek) of freedom. May your memory be
everlasting." (Nee, 11/14/73).
*The Hellenic American Society extends its deepest appreciation to Mrs.
Marion Stefanou-Sarafi for her cooperation.
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Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING
I stand at one crossroads of Time.
I am Tomorrow.
I am Forever.
I wait for the dove to carry Him
to the Elysian plains.
On my knees I await for Him
to pass the Thermopylae of glory
to join those who like Him,
eagles on the same flight,
had passed the sacrificial portals.
A man named Jesus,
Lincoln,
Lambrakis of the Greeks,*
and others who like Him
have sought the Truth and Peace.
I hold a flower for His heart;
no tears, no grief, just that.
The ghastly arm of tyranny
has crawled up from Hades
to steal a star and silence the wind;
to strip the sun of warmth
and shame our childrens' dreams;
to fill our sky with tears
rage, despair and bitterness...
The ghastly arm of tyranny
has moved us back
to a shameful past
and Martin King is dead!
The blind axe of bigotry
has felled the giant tree;
but still the roots remain
the shade,
to guard the saplings
to shield the Free...

from Elegiaka 1972
by Elen Floratou-Paidousi
*Lambrakis was the parliamentary deputy from the United Democratic
Left (EDA) party. He was assassinated in the spring of 1963 by right-wingers.
The story of this assassination is told in the film "Z."
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THE LAST SUNDAY IN MARCH
A SHORT STORY

The third week in January Panos Doxas went to Kaisari to see his
widowed sister, Maria, and her two orphaned children. His brother-in-law had
died of tuberculosis during the war. He took them a can of olive oil, a
basket of potatoes, and two heads of cheese. During his three day stay he
chopped and hauled from the forest enough firewood to last his sister the
rest of the winter, and on her behalf he talked terms with the sharecroppers.
Before he left, Panos promised Maria that he would go to Korinthos
and ask Uncle Panayiotis to check into the possibility of a government pension for her and the children. There was talk of parliamentary elections and
candidates could do a lot for their constituents around election time.
On his return to Plevra Panos stopped first at the square. He had not
seen his fellow villagers for three days and was anxious to hear more of the
government's plans for elections and of the announcement of amnesty to the
Antartes. The Antartes, like himself, had fought the Germans with the Greek
Liberation Army, but since the end of the war, they were persecuted as
communists by the gendarmerie and Organization X (Chi), the paramilitary
right-wing civil guard. The recent appointment of Sophoulis, an old liberal,
as prime minister raised hope of fair treatment for the thousands of former
Resistance fighters who had taken to the mountains again to avoid persecution, and to thousands of others, like himself, it held the promise of relief
from fear of jail or exile to some desolate island.
In front of Sotiris's coffee house, three doors from the square, were
the Bullhead and Toothless, with rifles dangling from their shoulders and
wearing armbands with the letter X (Chi). They were Chites, members of the
Plevra Organization X. The Chites were using Sotiris's coffee house as their
base of operations.
"Howdy," Panos greeted them. They did not return his greeting but
turned their backs to him. Panos dismissed their crude manners as an
impulsive expression of contempt. In their eyes anyone who had been
connected with the Resistance was a communist, period. He was glad that
Zanos had re-opened his coffee house, which had been destroyed by the
Germans. Now he and the other Plevra democrats had a place to go to
without fear of harrassment or needling from the Chites and the right-wingers.
When Panos entered Zanos's coffee house, the dozen or so men there
stopped talking and somewhat alarmed looked towards the door. When they
saw Panos, they resumed their conversation.
Petros, who had served as the Secretary of the Plevra Organosis, the
committee that had supervised the activities of the Resistance in the village,
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called Panos over to his table where he was sitting with Manousos, also a
former member of the Organosis.
"Where have you been? Did they take you away?" asked Petros.
"Who would take me away? What are you talking about?" replied
Panos and looked at them very puzzled.
"Where have you been hiding?" asked Manousos.
"I have not been hiding. I was at Kaisari helping Maria."
Petros and Manousos breathed sighs of relief. "Haven't you heard?"
asked Petros. "We are in danger. The Chites are killing right and left.
Didn't you hear what happened at Kalamata?"
Panos shook his head.
Petros handed him The Tribune. "Read and find out," he said.
Panos read and could not believe what he was reading.
Three thousand Chites had stormed the prison of Kalamata, capital of
Messinia, and with the help of the gendarmerie had freed hundreds of
former collaborators and Security Battalioneers, members of the Greek
collaborationist army, who were awaiting trial for atrocities they had committed during the war. To insure against future prosecution of their fellow
collaborators, the Chites destroyed the incriminating files in the courthouse.
Then, they attacked the cell block with former Resistance activists who too
were awaiting trial for atrocities they had committed in the name of the
Resistance. The Chites intended to kill all of them, but the Greek army
intervened in time and prevented a possible massacre. The frustrated Chites
had their revenge, nonetheless. They killed a number of innocent democratic
citizens in Kalamata and the nearby village.
Petros and Manousos noticed how pale Panos was getting as he kept
reading.
When he was finished, Panos folded the paper with trembling hands.
Ills feet and hands felt cold. "We cannot stay in the village during the night,
that's for sure. We can sleep in my cabin at the Old Village for a few nights,"
he said. Then he stood up. better get home and see what the women are
doing. They must be worrying plenty."
That windy, blistering night Panos, Petros, Manousos, Yannis and
Vlassis, all former Resistance activists, huddled in the small Doxas cabin near
the Old Village some two kilometers south of Plevra.
"What kind of government have we got!" exclaimed Petros. "They talk
of amnesty and they cannot control the roughnecks."
"The amnesty is bound to be carried out. The government would not
have announced it if they did not intend to carry it through. Sophoulis is
pretty fair minded," said Panos.
"Sophoulis is old and senile. He cannot run the government. The
Chites and the gendarmerie do," spoke Yannis, another former member of
the Plevra Organosis.
"Toothless and the Bullhead keep shouting their big mouths and keep
bragging the Kalamata attack is the beginning of the end for us. According
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to them we're all communists," remarked Vlassis, a first cousin to Panos and
a former Antarte.
"All right, let's look at the whole thing in a calm and logical manner,"
spoke Panos. "Those that are in jail, whether collaborators or Resistance
men, did commit atrocities and they did kill people with no reason. We
didn't do anything like that."
"We didn't do any harm to anybody, that's for sure," added Yannis.
"In fact we protected our own people, right? Plevra has the smallest number
of victims. Only one man, Pericles Samaras, was executed by the- Resistance.
We couldn't help him. His brother was a collaborator."
"And it is our own people—" began Vlassis.
"Sh! I think I hear footsteps," said Panos.
Silence followed. The men listened trembling. They heard the wind
blowing. After a short while they passed the bottle of wine and each in
turn had a sip. The wine warmed them.
Then Vlassis spoke again, "The thing those Chites understand is fear
and force. We got to arm ourselves and maybe toss a few threats of our own.
In Northern Greece they are taking to the mountains already."
"Shh! I hear someone coming," interrupted Panos who was near
the door.
Footsteps were heard near the cabin, and then came a knock on the
door.
"Panos, go tell whoever it is you are ready to sleep, and you don't want
to be disturbed," suggested Petros hoping it was not the Chites.
They heard a whisper, "Open up, it's me, Metros."
Panos opened the door and Metros entered. Even though it was dark,
Metros could tell there was more than one man in the cabin. He, too, had
been a member of the Organosis, but he was not considered a leftist and was
still frequenting Sotiris's coffee house, the center of the Chites.
"Which side are- you on, Metros?" asked Yannis. "Maybe you will follow Loukas's example and turn on your old friends."
"Shut up, Yannis. Your mouth moves faster than your brain. I came
here to warn you, to tell you to get going. Break up this meeting. At the
coffee house they talk about you men holding secret meetings and plotting
something."
Yannis and Petros broke into a light, nervous laughter.
"It's not funny. I am telling you what I heard. Maybe you will do
better if you do not see each other so much," repeated Metros.
"What have we come to! We are suspects for talking to our own
villagers!" exclaimed Manousos, another member of the Organosis whose
eldest son had been killed by the Germans up in Macedonia in 1941.
"Loukas has been saying some pretty damaging things about many of
you," continued Metros.
"And nothing about you, of course," replied MallOUSOS.
"What he says behind my back I do not know. I wouldn't put anything
past that scoundrel." Metros was aware of their suspicions. Did they think
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he had come to spy on them? He decided to tell them what he had on his
mind. "Are you going to listen to me or do you want chancing prison?
Listen carefully to what I am telling you: On election day vote Populist.
The election results will be proof Plevra is one hundred percent nationalist
in sentiment."
"It is a man's duty to vote his conscience, Metros," said Petros. "You
ask us to compromise our conscience?"
"How much consolation can your conscience give you in prison? You
ought to know that, Petros!" retorted Metros.
"Damn right I do! And prison taught me my conscience was correct
all along!"
"God damn all of you! I took a chance coming here to warn you
because I care and I don't want to see anybody get hurt, and you treat me as
if I am the enemy. Get it through your head: The right-wingers are out for
blood. And they can get it, too!"
"Let's calm down, friends," suggested Panos. "Metros came here
because he cares, and what he says makes sense. We can argue all night, but
the cold fact is that they got us against the wall. We have no place to
turn to."
"And we must strike back!" yelled Vlassis. "A cornered cat is
dangerous. She strikes back with all her fury."
"That's what the hell is wrong with both of you, the right and the left.
You think you can solve everything with the rifle and the club and look
where it's getting the rest of us! Maybe if we stopped this business of
reprisals, maybe then we can get down to our work like civilized people,"
argued Metros.
"Metros, we have gone through hell for five years now," began
Yannis. "We are tired of the war, tired of killings, tired of fear and terror.
All we want is to sleep in peace! Why the hell don't the Chites leave us
alone?"
"Exactly what I'm trying to tell you, all of you. Don't give them
cause to harm you, me, or anybody else," replied Metros.
Panos offered the shivering Metros some wine. The man talked for a
long time that night. They were aware of their helplessness, and talking
was a way of unburdening themselves from their fears and anxieties.
Despite the lack of public order, the government of Sophoulis, pressured by the British, announced that elections would take place on Sunday,
March 31. The persecution of former Antartes continued unabated. The
Ministry of Interior was disqualifying from voting lists former Resistance
sympathizers and known democrats. The British, who were in Greece at the
time with a small police force, did not object and conveniently turned their
eyes the other way.
In protest, EAM, The Greek Liberation Front, the largest Resistance
organization during the war, and after the war the vanguard of the democratic
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movement in Greece, was forced to call for a postponement of elections until
such time as order would have been restored. However, when it became
evident that elections would take place at the end of March, as originally
planned, EAM announced that it would abstain and urged that all the democratic parties do likewise.
Since the democratic parties followed the urging of the EAM and did
not take part in the upcoming elections, it left only two parties, the rightwing Populists and the middle-of-the-road Liberals. But the Liberal Party
had weak candidates, and being,the rival of the Populists, its candidates were
kept under surveillance by the gendarmerie and the Chites.
The Korinthia slate of the Populist Party included two former wellknown collaborators who months before were in jail, but the rightist courts
had let them go free. Thodoris Samaras, a Plevran, was active in promoting
the candidacy of his fellow collaborator, Pappayiannis from Korinthos, who
as it was rumored, had been an informer for the SS. Pappayiannis had helped
his friend, Thodoris, land a lucrative position with the Korinthia Relief
Distribution Committee.
On the first Sunday of March Thodoris, Pappayiannis, and two other
Populist candidates came to Plevra with an escort of four gendarmes
commanded by Lefteris Nestos, another native Plevran and a former member
of the Security Battalions.
The gaunt lhodoris climbed the low wall separating the churchyard
from the square and introduced the candidates. There were shouts, applause,
and zetoes (long live).
"Down with the communists, the enemies of our country," shouted
Thodoris, and the Plevra Chites and right-wingers applauded.
"We want our King!" Thodoris went on, voicing the Populist slogan
for the return of the king.
"Bring him back, soon!" roared the crowd.
"Plevra will vote Populist to the last man!" claimed Thodoris.
"Do not count me, collaborator!" shouted Petros.
"Communists like you do not vote!" retorted Thodoris. "You will
pay for your treason!"
"Listen who is talking treason!" Pettus shouted back.
One of the gendarmes moved close and nudged Petros away with the
rifle butt. "Go to your fields," he ordered.
"Go back where the hell you came from! On this very ground my
forefathers stood long before you were a sperm in your father's balls,
Baskina (pig)!"
The gendarme rammed the rifle butt at Petros's side and the frail man
fell to the ground. Vlassis saw what happened, ran and punched the assailant
in the mouth. Another gendarme sneaked up on Vlassis and hit him on the
head with the club. Down went Vlassis, blood trickling from the right side
of his head.
"Comrades do stick up for one another," remarked Thodoris.
Panos, Yannis and other liberals were down by the square in front of
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Zanos's place.
"What the hell is going on," remarked Yannis. "Panos, look at your
cousin. He is on the ground and they are kicking him!"
Panos ran towards the melee and began swinging at the gendarmes.
Some of the Plevra Chites joined in and the rightists outnumbered the
leftists three to one. The gendarme that had hit Vlamis swung the club at
Panos's ribs and another gendarme rammed the rifle butt at his testicles.
Panos fell to the ground, paralyzed by the excruciating pain.
Toothless kicked him on the side and commented, "He won't screw
his Katina tonight."
"Communists believe in sharing and helping each other. Maybe one of
his comrades will do it for him," added Lefteris who was standing over Panos.
Panos heard both of them. He reached and grabbed Lefteris by the
legs. Lefteris lost his balance and fell. Panes grabbed the rifle from his hands
and sprang to his feet. He took a few steps away from the crowd.
"Everybody stay where you are!" he ordered. "Vlassis, Petros, get up.
Toothless, come here!"
Toothless stood trembling. He looked to Thodoris. But Thodoris and
the candidates stood frozen, their tongues tied.
"Hear me, Toothless, I will blast you to high heaven!" yelled Panos.
Petros and Vlassis stood up and moved away.
Toothless did not move. Two gendarmes cocked their rifles.
"Panos, don't kill him! He is not worth going to jail for," yelled
Petros.
Panos moved close to Toothless and rammed the rifle butt at his
stomach. Down went Toothless, moaning and groaning, and clutching his
aching stomach.
"You look after your dog-screwing sisters and leave my wife alone,"
hissed Panos and spat on him. Then he turned to Lefteris who had just
stood up and was brushing off his uniform.
"Lefteris, I have never done anything to hurt you or your kin. That
remark was uncalled for," said Panos and handed him the rifle.
Sophocles the Tall spoke to Father Manolis, "You are the priest, why
don't you say something?"
"Communists get what they deserve," answered the priest.
"Some priest you are," charged Manousos.
Sophocles turned to the gendarmes, "Your job is to keep order and
not to hit people. If they cannot take some booing, they should not run for
parliament." Then he turned and spoke to Patios and the others.
Panos, Sophocles, Vlassis, Petros, and Manousos went away.
When Panos came home, he found Katina sitting by the low fire and
his mother sleeping on the cot near the fireplace.
"I fell down," Panos explained the lump on his head as he squatted to
warm his hands.
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Katina looked at him and detected something had happened. She did
not believe his explanation.
"Do you want to tell me about it?" she asked in bed.
Panos told her about the scramble but did not mention anything about
Toothless's or Lefteris's remarks.
"Can't you forget politics for just once, Panos?"
"I never regretted joining the Resistance, and no damn collaborator is
going to call me a traitor."
They heard Kyra Kosmou stir in her cot.
"Go to sleep, Katina," he said. "Tomorrow we'have a full day ahead of
us. ,,
The next evening Kyra Kosmou asked Katina to go and fetch
water as soon as she and Panos were back from the fields.
"The urn is more than half full, Mother," protested Katina.
"Go child, don't argue," insisted the old lady.
Panos had not said much all day. He motioned for Katina to go.
"I want to talk to you," said his mother as soon as Katina was out of
the house.
"Is it about Katina?"
"No, it's about you. And you are going to listen. I do not want your
wife to hear me when I scold you. You are a married man and in the future
you are going to be a father. You carry on the way you do and what is going
to happen to the girl you married when they cart you off to jail? I heard
what happened last night, everything. You had a right to protect your wife's
name, but you should not have gotten yourself in a scuffle like you did."
"Mother, they were killing Vlassis and what they were • saying was
directed at me, too."
"There you go, just like your father. Always sticking up for what is
right. These are different times, son. Never before in my life have I seen so
much hate and vengeance. Panos, getting even never helps anyone. You need
to calm down. Keep your mouth shut until the storm passes. The right will
find itself."
Panos kindled the firewood and sat silently. Kyra Kosmou leaned forward on her stool and sighed.
Katina returned and she looked disturbed. Now what, thought Panos.
His wife looked at the black draped figure sitting by the fire.
"Mother bawled me out for getting into a scuffle yesterday," explained
Panos.
"And you better take to mind everything I said," snapped the old lady.
"Mother, the things they said about me do not bother me. Stop and
think who said them," said Katina and put her arm around her mother-in-law.
"This whole village has gone crazy," continued Katina. "They would not
speak to me at the fountain."
Kyra Kosmou stood up and put her arms around her. "Oh, poor
child. You suffer too. They are envious because you married a Doxas.
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The lord will punish them."
Panos wanted to get out. He could not stand female sentimentality.
He did not dare go to the square. He knew that few, maybe none, of the
liberals would be there.
"We are strangers in our own place," he said to himself.
In bed Katina cuddled next to Panos and put one arm around his
neck. "You protected my honor, just like they write in the books. I'll let
you in on a little secret. Nota Garoufalias made a crack about you having
smashed balls. She's got a smashed head. I hit her with the water barrel,
her own."
Panos broke into a giggle. "If she were anything to get excited about,
I would show her what I can still do."
Katina jabbed his side with her elbow. "That's not funny," she said
somewhat jealously.
"I just said that."
"Panos, did you ever have an affair with a girl?" she asked after a
short pause.
"You are acting silly. What kind of a question is that?"
"You did not answer me."
Panos was discovering that his bride could be very stubborn. He
wondered how much she knew about his affair with Nike while in Kephesia
during the days of the December Revolution. He decided to evade her
question. "I went to a whore once or twice, but that does not count," he
told her.
"Katina, you are acting like a school girl. Now stop it and go to sleep."
"I am not going to stop and I am not sleepy yet."
He groped for her breasts and she squirmed at his touch.
"Did you ever do anything with Eleni?" she asked unexpectedly.
"So that's what is on your mind. No, I never had an affair with Eleni."
"They say she did it with all the Antartes. How come you were the
exception?"
"God damn it! You are acting silly. Believe me what I tell you. Eleni
had a few men, that's all. The village makes a big deal of it."
"You mean to say it's not a big thing for a girl to sleep with men before
she is married? Would you have liked me 'to have done that?"
"I think you are itching for a good screwing tonight."
Fotopoulos, a retired currants merchant who before the war had
married a young girl from Manna, was in Plevra the middle of March campaigning. He was running as an independent and no one was taking him
seriously, nor did he have any chance of being elected. With financial
success came ambition to become a member of that deliberative bodyknown
as the Vouli, the Greek Parliament.
The Plevrans gathered to listen, boo and joke, even though they
expected to be treated to ouzo, Turkish coffee and cigarettes.
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Loukas was the mastermind behind the welcoming. They made
Fotopoulos ride a donkey and paraded him through the village shouting:
"We want Fotopoulos! Fotopoulos is our man!"
When they got back to the square, they made him stand on one of the
benches to deliver his speech. As he began speaking, Loukas and Toothless
lifted the bench. The short Fotopoulos tottered and fell. The amused
Plevrans lifted him on the bench again yelling:
"Speech! Speech!"
Sophocles the Tall, Panos, Yannis and others looked on, rather embarrased for their Co-villagers' behavior. Metros came over to them and
remarked sorrowfully, "We certainly need lessons in manners."
He and Sophocles talked on the side, then they went close to the crowd.
"All of you ought to be ashamed of yourselves," admonished Metros.
"Mr. Fotopoulos, you are a good and honest man. But running for
parliament is sort of stupid," said Sophocles.
Fotopoulos realized he had been the object of a joke, but he did not
lose his composure. He asked for silence.
"I have had the best response to my campaign here at Plevra. Allow me
to say a few words," he began.
Loukas shouted, "Zeto!" and began clapping his hands.
"Let him say what he has to say. We drank and smoked at his expense,
the least we can do is listen to him speak," said Sophocles.
"What I have to say will not take long," continued Fotopoulos. He
coughed twice and stretched his short torso to its full height.
"No man is better than the next and no citizen is denied the right or
the opportunity to try for political office, however naive he may be. If you
consider me not worthy of your trust, then do not vote for me. But when
you vote, remember, the right to cast your ballot is the cornerstone of
democracy. It should not be abused; it should not be bargained away. No one
should intimidate you to vote one way or another. For voting without the
freedom to vote one's conscience is not voting at all, merely a formality.
"I am before you as one who took the courage all of us should have,
and that is to speak up and be heard, to say what one has to say and do what
one has to do and then be judged by his fellow citizens. You have heard
candidates of one or two parties. Do not judge them by their party symbols,
but by the men they are. That's why I afn running as an independent. I
know what you are thinking: No party wanted him—that's why he is running
on his own. Maybe so. I did not approach anybody, nor was I approached
by anyone to join this slate or that slate. My qualifications are the same as
for all of you—a citizen in good standing.
"One final thought before I close. Remember, this is the first election
in more than ten years. Many of you will be voting for the first time. Make
sure you register. And you are qualified to vote no matter what your political
leanings if you have not been sentenced to jail by the courts or confined to an
insane institution. And if either were the case, you would not be here today.
"Thank you for the kind attention. Zeto our people! Zeto Hellas!
Zeto democracy!"
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The crowd responded with applause and zetoes. Loukas and the
Chites stared at the ground and quietly walked away.
Panos and many young Plevrans asked for specifics on how to register.
Fotopoulos explained that it was really a simple matter. All they had to do
was take the time and go to the nearest gendarme post. "You will need
proof of age, a birth or baptismal certificate, or an army discharge will do,"
advised Fotopoulos.
A week before the election Panos and the other Resistance activists
were sitting at Zanos's., coffee house talking of their alternatives. Vlassis
had with him a leftist paper, Rizospastis, and the men were reading it.
Zanos brought to the table the coffee the men had ordered, and when
he saw the paper, he panicked. "You will ruin me! Please take that paper
out of here!" he pleaded.
"If we see danger, we'll put it away," Panos assured him.
The front page of the paper was devoted to the atrocities committed
by the gendarmerie and Organization X. It made reference to names
mysteriously disappearing or to dead bodies discovered, all leftists or
Resistance sympathizers. The editorials were vociferously against the elections and were repeating the call of EAM for abstaining. The possibility
always existed that the government might postpone the elections. But by
then it was obvious no postponement was in the works.
"The British want the elections," said Petros. "They want to make
sure they got their stooges in before they leave."
"We are between two fires," sighed Yannis. "You do not vote, they
cart you off to jail. You vote, then you hate yourself. I'll eat dirt before I
vote Populist."
"The liberals are anti-communists and anti-royalists. Vote liberal. They
are not going to throw us in jail for that," said Panos.
"The theme of the rightists is that anyone who is not for the King is a
communist remarked Manousos. "I lost a son for that. I cannot even be
free to vote the way I want." He turned to Panos.
"For the sake of your brother's sacrifice and your father's death do not
vote. You will be shaming their memory." Manousos wiped a tear. Panos
was trying hard to control his emotions.
"My brother gave his life so that Thodoris can make a fortune and
Lefteris flash his stripes," said Panos and stared away from the men. Yannis
slapped his back gently.
"Zanos, bring us some ouzo," ordered Panos.
The coffee man brought a bottle of ouzo and glasses. Panos filled each
glass. He raised his rust and proposed a toast:
"I drink to my beloved comrades, the Antrates, true freedom fighters."
He gulped his drink and then remarked, "If the Chites hear me, I dare them
come and ask me to take it back."
The four men drank to Panos's toast.
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"I thought elections were supposed to be free and secret," spoke Takis,
Eleni's husband who also had served for a year with the Antartes.
"Democracy is a tool you use to your advantage. When it does not suit
you, you bend it, subvert it, twist it to any way you want if you are in
power," explained Petros.
"As I see it we cannot win," began Yannis. "If the Populists win, then
they will send to jail thousands of leftists. If they postpone the elections till
the summer and the Populists are defeated, then the British and the rightists
will move in and take over with a dictatorship, like Metaxas did, and that
friends will lead us to civil war."
The men nodded their heads and whispered, "Amen."
Petros read about the nearly fifteen hundred observers who had come
from England, France, and the United States to supervise the elections. When
he finished reading, he remarked, "They are the epilogue to aperfect farcical
scenario."

Sotiris's coffee house was Plevra's polling place on Sunday, March 31,
1946. Three gendarmes were present to make sure the election was peaceful
and without incident. The Plevra Chites were on hand just in case they were
needed. There were three observers, one for the Populist Party, one for the
Liberal Party, and a foreign observer.
Panos had taken to heart his mother's words, especially now that he
was married. He debated over and over what candidate of the Liberal
Party to vote for. Some of the names were old and familiar, some were new.
Only one Liberal candidate had come to Plevra but he did not have the
makings of a deputy. The pathetic Fotopoulos had impressed him more than
this Liberal candidate. Panos decided to vote for him. That way he was
not placing himself in the uncomfortable position of abstaining.
Petros and Vlassis were at the square but they did not intend to vote.
Yannis and Manousos had voted earlier. Petros had seen them go into the
coffee house.
"Are you voting, Panos?" asked Vlassis.
"Yes."
"Are you afraid to stand up? How can you throw your vote away?"
remarked his cousin.
"Cousin, you choose not to vote. I choose to vote, and I am voting
for the man of my choice," replied Panos. He left them and walked towards
Sotiris's place past the ruins on either side of the road leading away from
the square.
Inside the same gendarme corporal that had given him a hard time
over qualifications in Kiato because he was a Resistance man was behind the
first table checking identity cards against voting registration lists. Behind
another table were the ballots and on the third table rested the ballot box.
Two Chites, Loukas and Niketas, were standing by the wall. They looked at
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Panos disapprovingly. Panos ignored them, took out his identity card and
handed it to the corporal. Stamatis was just finishing voting. Panos wondered
who had marked his ballot since the old man did not know how to read or
write.
The gendarme looked at Panos suspiciously, checked the identity card
and handed it back, nodding his head. A well-dressed gentleman behind the
second table handed Panos the Populist ballot.
"I do not want that. I want the ballot with uncommitted candidates,"
said Panos firmly.
The corporal looked at him sternly. The foreign observer was looking
away indifferently, either bored with the whole electioneering or not quite
understanding what was going on. The other two observers were busy
talking to themselves.
"We ran out of the other ballots," snapped the corporal with peeved
cynicism.
"Then I do not wish to vote," replied Panos. Loukas and Niketas
looked at him, then quickly turned their heads away.
"If that is your wish, I will have to mark you as abstaining," said the
corporal and looked Panos squarely in the eye.
"So be it," muttered Panos and stormed out of the place.
The gendarme turned to the well-dressed gentleman and ordered,
"Mark him ABSTAINED."
.

The Populist Party won an overwhelming majority of the votes cast.
Nearly half of the eligible voters abstained, though. The Regent, Archbishop Damaskinos, gave the mandate to the Populists to form Greece's
first post-war elected government. The EAM voiced strong objections and
gleefully proclaimed the elections were a farce. The foreign observers verified the abstentions as normal and concluded the elections had been
conducted without incident.
Christos Kanolis
Gary, Indiana
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APORIES (WONDERINGS)*
If the many submit to force the first time
why should they not accept for a second time
the power of the few
who will attain it by force?
And if they accept the slogans of the first ones
why should they reject those of others
since the same distortion always
exists in the words of the tyrants?
And if all those who want to represent the People
submit to the threat of force
and turn out to be criminals for the first time
why should they reject it the second time around?
And since they distort meaning so easily
when they call cowardice Logical
betrayal realism
why then should they not call slavery freedom?
The same then every time
those incapable of understanding the People
will ask them with false words
to submit to force?
From The Bogia Kaii Alla Pimata
(The Paint and Other Poems) by
Alexander Panagoulis (Prologue by
Vasilis Vasilikos, Rome 1972, and
Translation by Nikos Petropoulos)
*Alexander Panagoulis attempted to assassinate strongman Pipadopoulos
during August of 1968. A lack of coordination saved Papadopoulos. Papadopoulos said he escaped because "God was a philhellene." Panagoulis was
sentenced to death but because of international pressures his sentence was
commuted to life imprisonment. It is while he has in prison that he wrote
these poems which were smuggled out of Greece. During August 1973, he
was included in the "general. amnesty." When be got out of "Orison, he said
that he did not regret his act; history had called for it and somebody had to
try it. He is now in Europe organizing to overthrow the present junta.
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MY "UNYIELDING STRUGGLE"
(ANENDOTOS AGONAS)
BEGAN IN 1940*

My name is Christos Alexandris, son of Demetrius. I was born in
Greece, in Goumennisa, Macedonia the Province of Kilkis. I finished the
sixth grade of school. my parents are in Greece. I, from 1940-1974, am
found in and out of Greece. I am a combatant (agonistis) of the National
Resistance from 1943 until today. I have given my all to the heroic Struggle
for a Free and Democratic Greece as has my Companion. But for the many
misadventures and crude errors by the leaders everytime our struggle was
betrayed. We took part in the struggle during the occupation, hardships,
hunger and poverty. We fought German fascism and expelled the Germans.
in the end we were betrayed the Bourantades** came from the Middle East
and they began to hunt us. this time all the Greek reactionaries hunted us. In
the end we took refuge in the mountains, joined the guerilla movement between 1945 and 1949. fought the Greek fascists but in the end we were defeated and took refuge in the Socialist countries. by 1950 I was wounded
three times, now disabled, the same as my wife. We lived as refugees in the
Socialist countries. 20 years. Since I had a brother here we came to America
too. Always with the faith in our Fatherland that one day it will be freed
already others are continuing our struggle in Greece. From 1940 until today
they slander us as foreign-instigated for all our life they would put various
slanderous labels on us, a lot in Greece but twice as much behind the iron
curtain (the parapetasma as the Greeks call it). But they didn't make us kneel.
As strong as Papadopoulos was, our Struggle overthrew him and in the end we
shall Win and Greece will belong to us Greeks and not to the sundry Fascists,
SS collaborators, and security battalioneers. Experiences from the civil war.

*Mr. Alexandris came into contact with us at an anti-junta rally in Chicago
at the time of the fall student demonstrations He took the initiative to cor:
respond with us and in the process told his story. The story is a composite of
two letters to us; an attempt was made to preserve the integrity of his style
and sequence. The only major exception involves the last few lines beginning
with if your journal, which were part of his first letter to us. After he voluntarily asked us to use his story to expose the junta, we asked him to provide
us with more information and permission to use his name.

**Collectively refers to Greek Army contingents in the Middle East who
after the defeat of the Nazis returned to Greece and persecuted those who
had fought in the resistance against the Nazis. The term comes from an
actual Greek figure who headed a Security Battalion directly under the Nazis.
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We were part of the Demodatic Army of Free Greece we wrote history and
Glories for our Struggle. Our citizenship was subtracted from us by the
Greek nation which government I don't know but we are listed in a newspaper
of the Greek Government where it is written I paid them no attention such
dates for me they are invalid. At any rate they have us classified as draft
dodgers, because I didn't present myself to the Greek Army. I have never set
foot in a Greek Embassy in my life I'm disgusted with the fascists. and I will
never go. my children are born in Romania. Last year there was noise of
democratization, and my children asked to go to get acquainted with. Greece
to see our own grandmas brothers and sisters and our father's land. we took
out American passports that is for our children because we ourselves are
classified as citizens without a country. we have not a one Greek document.
we bought the tickets for the airplane and so that our children would stay in
Greece for 2 months. When our children went to the Greek Consulate they
told them we will not give you a visa to go to Greece but the Consulate will
write to Greece to the Papadopoulos Government, and if they approve you
will go. The summer passed and we got no answer. the case even had its
ramifications in Greece since they asked our parakoubara (casual acquaintances) who we were. By the end of October the Consulate replied that the
Christian Government is unable to give my children an entrance visa to Greece
and so we postponed everything and my children never went to Greece my
Mother. I am sending you a photocopy* from the Consulate and if you are
interested use it to expose the Junta. Because of this I asked you to do
whatever you can to discredit the wretched fascists. my wife's sister in the
struggles of the Democratic Army of Greece in one battle of 1948-49 they .
captured her wounded they took her to the hospital and once they treated
her and got her well they sent her to her home. And afterwards they put her
through a court-martial and they executed her in front of our parents in the
village in Greece, because she was part of the struggle. that's what fascists
are. But we the agonistes don't forget. you can use my name in the open for
the exposure of those Fascist executioners. thus we help our struggle.. .
If your journal comes out in Greek I ask you to send it to me right away. As
for the help that you ask, I will help as much as I can, but there is one thing
that you should know that I as well as my wife we are we are agonistes of the
National Resistance 41-45, 45-49 and today and both of us are disabledfrom
the long struggle of our People here we are doing pseudowork for 2 dollars
an hour washing dishes because other work we can't do because of our disability. both of us are with broken hands. I have 3 children, and I am continuing the unyielding struggle until the final victory of our People.
from Christos Alexandris
Chicago, Illinois
January 1974
(Translated by Nikos Petropoulos)
*In formal handwritten language the Greek Consulate replied: We inform
you that we are unable to grant you a visa for Greece (Sas pliroforoumen oti
adinatomen na sas horigisoumen theorisin isodou is Ellada). The reply had
the junta's new stamp on there to signify its conversion to a republic; the word
Royal was scratched out from the reply note: with the Compliments of the
Royal Consulate General of Greece.
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THE FLOWERING OF THE POPPY*

The Greeks down in the sewers
the tourists down on the shore.
Now that the clocks have stopped
no more military aid
send your bandages
your drugs
to numb—red poppy!—the wound,
and make us too forget the upper world—
as we have been forgotten down here.
Friends you whom we meet through fumes
a wall of dense smoke
(damp with the drugs)
that thickens—mud, earth, and brick—
make up your minds,
where are you and what are you,
get out of this torpor.
Here, on the operating table
talking only in hallucinations
reality diminishes
into bending ghosts
while only a far-away voice—like logic—
gives an account of the events
Responsibility disintegrates in your dim mind
your mattress is on fire
stand up!
from The Sorrow of Hellenism,
Poems 1969-1971
by C. Capri-Karka
*This poem, in the form of an appeal from the tortured Greek political
prisoners to the Americans who use drugs, draws a parallel between the
Greeks who have hallucinations as a result of torture and those Americans
who try to forget, with drugs, a world they don't accept.
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TORTURE: TODAY, GREECE; TOMORROW, . . .?
A single isolated case of individual torture is of course terrible. The
report of such an event can make a person squirm and flinch and wonder
how anyone can inflict such agony on their own kind. Pity for the poor
wretched victim abounds.
Add to this isolated act the reason (ideology) behind it and information which proves many more similar acts are occurring. Then add that these
acts are the regular policy of a government towards its own citizens* whom it
defines as political enemies Draw the economic connection between such a
government and U.S. business interests. Think about how you fought those
same corporations to end the war in Viet Nam or to get a meager pay
increase. Now your reaction to the torture takes on a new dimension. A
logical person becomes physically afraid, I am physically afraid.
I don't much care for the idea that those who stand in the way of a
new America see torture as a legitimate weapon. But they do. The second
part of this article will deal with that reality. This first part is a report on
the violence which faces brothers and sisters in Greece and other nations as
you read this today.
I. Cases of torture and the current extent of its use.
Amnesty International is a humanitarian organization without religious
or political affiliation which was founded to help "prisoners of conscience"
anywhere in the world. It defines "prisoners of conscience" as those who
have neither practiced nor advocated violence but are imprisoned for political
or religious beliefs. The essence of its work is based on Articles 18 and 19 of
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, proclaimed by the U.N. on
December 10, 1948.
Article 18 reads: "Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right includes freedom to change his religion or
belief, and freedom, either alone or in community with others and in public
or private, to manifest his religion or belief in teaching, practice, worship,
and observance."
Article 19 reads: "Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and
expression, this right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference
and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any media
regardless of frontiers." 1
On December 30, 1967, Amnesty International (headquartered in
London with consultative status category I with the Council of Europe) sent
an investigative delegation to Greece. Two months later another visit was
In March 1968 General Pattakos, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of
the Interior, asserted that the Greek regime only detained "communists."
He later added that "communists are not Greeks but beasts."
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arranged. An American lawyer by the name of James Becket was part of
both delegations. He completed two reports for Amnesty International and
then wrote a book entitled Barbarism in Greece. The initial effect of these
reports shook Europe and led to the Look magazine article about Greek
torture published in the United States. The next five individual cases of torture and the list of torture techniques are taken from Becket's book and the
two Amnesty International reports.
Katerina Arseni is an actress born in 1936 on the island of Cephalonia.
She illegally left Greece after her imprisonment and torture. She now resides
in the Greek exile community of Paris.
On August 23, 1967, three plainclothes Athens Security Policemen
entered her house in the early hours of the morning and arrested her.
Lambrou was the leader, his two assistants were Mallios and Babalis, these
three became her regular interrogators.
After ramsacking her house the police discovered mimeographed
leaflets printed by the underground resistance group, the Patriotic Front.
They also found several "forbidden" books and a tape recorded message by
Theodorakis, the Greek composer.
She was threatened with a revolver and had her hair pulled while still
in her home. The police wanted information regarding contacts, names, etc.
The police then took her to the car and told her that she would be
stripped* and executed if she did not talk and proceeded to drive to an
abandoned old quarry. En route they beat her on the head with the sides of
their palms, and twisted her fingers and wrists threatening to break her bones.
Upon arrival she was made to lie flat on the rear seat of the car with
both doors opened. One man lay on top of her and covered her mouth with
his hand while the others removed her shoes and began to beat the soles of
her feet (falanga) with two long police clubs. ( The pain of this common
torture is reported to be beyond imagination—the only description comes
from experience.)
After some time she was forced to walk barefoot and bleeding on the
rocks and thorns of the quarry at the same time being beaten on all parts of
the body causing her to bleed from the mouth and nose. When this finally
stopped, Babalis took out his gun and placed it on her temple and again
threatened execution if she did not talk. She reported that at that point she
would have welcomed death and she did not react at all to their threat.
This, she said, infuriated them even more and they resumed beating her past
the point of memory.
In Athens, on Bouboulinas Street, the Security Police have their
headquarters. In the basement is located the "inner isolation block." These
cells are cold, bare, and almost totally without light. They measure roughly

*In Greek culture nakedness is very much feared.
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five feet by eight feet with urine, feces, water, and vomit covering the floor.
There are no benches or beds and a prisoner must sit and sleep on the floor
without blankets Evening and afternoon meals must be purchased. It was to
this place that Katerina Arseni was taken after her initial arrest and torture.
For the first five days she underwent exhaustive late night interrogation.
Blackmail, threats of violence to her family, bribery, and offers of better
treatment were the tactics for these first days. On the fifth day she was
ordered into "strict isolation" which meant she received no food nor water
and was not allowed out to urinate or defecate, only for interrogation. This
continued for four days, then she was returned to "regular isolation."
On the eleventh day she was moved into a cell with a hysterical
woman. Katerina had lost a lot of weight and was constantly dizzy and
lapsed into comas instead of sleep. She stayed in this cell for nine days and
was then moved to an individual cell.
On the same day of this move an interrogator named Spanos was put in
charge of her questioning. He, with three other assistants, led Katerina to the
"ta ratsa" which is the upstairs terrace. A motorcycle engine is used to cover
the sounds of screams which would otherwise reach the street and nearby
buildings. She was put on a thick bench, stripped and tied tightly from feet
to shoulders. She was beaten on the soles of her feet, her throat grabbed,
hair pulled, matches struck near her eyes, and mouth stuffed with a urinesoaked rag. Spanos gave the orders as to what torture to apply and at what
point, and his three assistants responded accordingly. He would constantly
ask for names and information threatening to throw her from the terrace
naked if she did not talk.
After several hours she was carried from the room shaking and unable
to speak. They tried to revive her with water and they checked her feet to
see if anything was broken. Then her regular interrogators (Lambrou,
Mallios, and Babalis) returned and began questioning her and threatening
her with the electro-shock machine. She was very lucky, it was never put to
use on her.
For thirty eight days she was confined to isolation, 'During this time
she swears to have seen men crawling on their elbows and knees to and from
interrogation, their feet and heads broken open and bleeding. She reported
sexual tortures and one case of miscarriage induced by beating. A man in the
cell next to her went crazy and would beat himself unconscious, screaming
for the police not to rape his sister or kill his mother.
One day while Katerina was in isolation, the police brought her
brother, a soldier, to her and he too was under arrest. They ordered him to
beat her to prove his loyalty. He refused.
After sixty-two days of being kept by the Security Police she was tried
and found guilty of "distribution of illegally printed material and possession
of a taped message by Mikis Theodorakis" and received a three year sentence
suspended.
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Petros Gavala.s is a Greek Orthodox priest. His treatment when initially
arrested was similar to that of most others. Insults and beating. His resistance was based on his responsibility as a Christian. His torture was somewhat unusual but not unique.
Upon his arrest he was taken to the Gendarmerie of Heraklion. There
he remained for thirty hours. During this time he had to urinate three times
in his pants. He was kept in a "dank and dark unsanitary cell" for twentyseven days subjected to constant insult and threat.
All variations of political dissidents both left and right are subjected to
arbitrary arrest and torture. Anghelos Pneumatikos, a career military officer,
was a royalist. His support for the deposed king was reason enough for his
torture.
He was slapped and insulted upon his arrest and after a day at the
security police (Asphalia) headquarters, was transferred to the Greek Military Police Headquarters He was placed in a small dark, cold, filthy cell and
for the next month Army personnel interrogated him. They used various
methods of producing anxiety before torturing him with the customary
falanga. One method was to run a motorcycle engine just outside his cell
causing disturbing racket for many hours. Along the same line was the beating of his cell door, made of iron, with heavy bars. During intervals in the
noise, a guard would bring angry attack dogs on leashes into his cell,
biting and tearing his skin.
Unable to extract a statement by these methods, the torturers buried
Anghelos alive leaving only his head out of the ground. He was unable to
remember the duration of this incident because of "the anguish, the nervous
strain and the constant questions shouted by people working in rotation."
After this and still without a confession, the falanga torture was used.
It is interesting that after Anghelos was court-martialed and committed
to Coridallos Prison of Peraeus he brought a legal suit against then Prime
Minister Papadopoulos. Anghelos accused the Prime Minister of responsibility
for his torture. On April 19, 1969, Anghelos was brought to trial, this time
for "insulting the Prime Minister."
Pavlos Klavdianos was a student at the School of Economics and
Commercial Studies. He was arrested on February 29, 1968, and taken to
Security Police Headquarters. It is difficult to rank the various tortures for
comparison, but in general young leftists seem to receive the worst the regime
has to offer.
Pavlos's interrogators used sticks, rubber straps and wires. With these
they beat him all over his body. They tied his genitals with a string and
yanked on the string
Next he was tied to a bench and the soles of his feet were broken open
by falanga beating. Then he was ordered to run in a circle in order to restimulate the feeling in his feet. All the time he was running, fifteen police.

men beat him. He was then retied to the bench and falanga continued until
he was unconscious.
The next day he was again beaten on the genitals after another falanga
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session. On the same day he was transferred to the 505 Marine Battalion
at Dionysos.
Immediately upon arrival he was subjected to falanga and a cigarette
put out in the palm of his right-hand. Electric wires were then connected to
his head and neck and attached to an electrical source. He experienced this
torture twice.
He was stripped naked and made to run in the courtyard before an
entire battalion. The guards prevented him from sleeping by making noise.
After a few days he was then made to lie on the floor while water was
dripped onto his forehead, producing acute headaches. One night, attack
dogs were left in his cell. He was hung by the ears and another time by
the hands. While he was hanging by his hands he was beaten on the stomach,

dislocating his shoulders. A mock execution was also used.
When he finally received a trial, the Athens Special Military Court sentenced him to twenty-one years imprisonment.
Pavlos never signed a confession. Petros Vlassis is another student.
Petros, unlike Pavlos, broke down and signed a statement denouncing his
friends and all opposition to the dictatorship. The following is a quotation
from his testimony, before the European Human Rights Commission, taken
fromBecket's book. (This occurs after a falanga session.)
"Tied on the bench and with the dirty cloth over my mouth, I was
beaten by Police lieutenant Gravaritis on the bones. Using a thick piece of
wood he started on the ankles, then hit the shin bones and the knees. After
he finished with the legs he worked on arms and hands. Then he beat me on

the testicles and tore me trying to push the wood up my rectum. That ordeal
together with the beatings on the upper part of my fingers, on the elbows and
on the bones generally, was the most horrible of all. I could not move my
legs & Gravaritis himself put wet pieces of cloth on my legs to try and bring
them back to life."
The following is a summary of that portion of Amnesty International
entitled "Techniques of Torture."
A. Physical Torture
1) The standard torture of every Asphalia station is falanga.
Some common methods which accompany falanga are: pouring
water down the mouth and nose while the victim is screaming;
putting Tide soap in the eyes, mouth and nose; banging the head
on a bench or on the floor; beating on other parts of the body,
etc.
2) Sexually-oriented methods such as shoving as many fingers as
possible or an object into a woman's vagina, then twisting and
tearing without mercy. The same may also be done to the anus.
Also a tube is inserted into the anus and a blast of high pressure
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water is forced into the bowels. Beating men's genitals with
long thin sand bags. One trade unionist was beaten so badly that
a testicle was driven into his body.
3) Gagging by stuffing urine soaked rags far down a prisoner's
throat. Also grasping of the throat so as to tut off the windpipe.
4) Beating the head with sand.bags and beating the head against
the floor.
5) Beating naked flesh with wires knotted together like a whip.
6) Hanging a prisoner by the wrists for a long period of time.
7) Jumping on the stomach.
8) Tearing hair from head, face, and pubic region.
9) Rubbing pepper onto genitals, eyes, nose, underarms, etc.
10) Pulling out fingernails and toe-nails.
11) Burning by cigarettes and other means all parts of the body.
12) Electro-shock.
B. Non-Physical Torture
1) Prisoners are intentionally mined to cells within earshot of
those being brutally tortured. Nervous collapse, such as happened
to Mikis Theodorakis, is the final product.
2) The horrible conditions of confinement. Cells filled with
vermin. Water standing on cell floors with excrement floating
about. Arbitrary food allotment.
3) Threat to kill, rape, or maim
4) Stripping naked.
5) Mock executions.
6) Statement signing. Many consider this to be the most inhumane technique of the regime. A person is made to denounce
wife, parents, children, politics, conscience, ideals, etc.
These five cases and the Amnesty International Report apply to the
situation in Greece only. If Greece were the only country engaged in such
acts, the human suffering would be unexcusable but at least somewhat
limited. Greece is not the only country. In a recent article which appeared in
The New Republic, Rose Styron made this comment:
"Word comes now from Chile that since the coup, Brazilian police have
been permitted to enter the country, to seize and torture Brazilian politcal
exiles there. The use of `palmatoria' in Brazil is comparable to lalanga' in
Greece. 'Truth drugs' and the sophisticated misuse of light and sound
derange the Irish, Uruguayans, Russians. Electroshock is routine in Iran,
Indonesia, South Africa, Spain. Naked burial-to-the-neck for nights, common
in Viet Nam and Poland, was used in California last year on the 16-year-old
blacks. Rigid standing in a cold cell, within a circle, flogged to stay awake for
days is standard in Czechoslovakia, in South Africa, in Argentina. A Greek
litany of the past decade: 'Say I killed my mother, but let me sleep.
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In 1971 the U.S. government awarded a $400,000 contract to the
American firm of Raymond, Morrison, Knudson, Brown, Roat and Jones to
build hundreds of new "tiger cages" for the Thieu regime. 3 These new cages
were actually smaller than those already in use. Our recently appointed
CIA director, William Colby, testified before Senate committees in 1970 and
1973 leaving no doubt that. American supervisors are present during the
torture of Thieu's opponents. Thieu's shackles are made by Smith and
Wesson and his tear gas is manufactured in Pennsylvania. 4 Colby is the past
head of "Operation Phoenix," a program designed to eliminate all anti-Thieu
organizations by murder (over 10,000 during the first year).
With U.S. support, Thieu produces some of the most shameful conditions in the world today. Anthony Lewis of the New York Times
described some men who had fallen victim to Thieu.
"It is not really proper to call them men anymore. 'Shapes' is a better
word—grotseque sculptures of scarred flesh and gnarled limbs. . .years of being
shackled in tiger cages have forced them into a pretzel-like crouch. They
move like crabs, skittering across the floor on buttocks and palms."
II. Torture and the U.S.
Torture is violence, second only to genocide..
So what does electro-shock applied to the genitals of some suspect
Brazilian, South Viet Namese, Philippine or Greek have to do with you and
me, safe here in "democratic" America? Other than the relative certainty
that the instruments of torture and the accompanying technical experts
are American,5 what's the connection?
In a word- imperialism. In general, the details go something like this:
The dependency which the U.S. and poor* nations share is primarily
economic in nature. In some cases, as in Greece strategic military concerns
figure in heavily also (13 major U.S. bases, nuclear, military, air, naval and
intelligence6). In any case, these economic-military relations have been well
documented** and awareness among U.S. workers is increasing daily.***
The fact that the U.S. has economic interests worldwide and must protect
these interests militarily is no big surprise, it is the logical extension of what

*The client states of U.S. imperialism are not the "developing nations"
U.S. media would have us believe In general they continue to backslide
economically.

**The Age of Imperialism,biagdoff. The Enemy, Felix Greene.
***The Arab oil boycott, while not the menace U.S. oil companies would
have us believe, has emphasized the internationalness of our economy.
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has always been the guiding rule of U.S. business - grow or die. Slaughtering
entire Indian nations or forcing Viet Namese into concentration camps
(strategic hamlets), the driving force has always been private profit.
The daily suffering and violence which is forced on the 70 percent?
of the world's people who live in U.S. dominated nations is the other side of
the super-profit coin. By exploiting the natural resources and cheap labor of
poor countries, the U.S. can sell its goods cheaply on the world market and
rake in the profits from such an advantage. It can also afford to provide relative comfort for its own working class to ease political tensions at home.
At the same time, the political situation of the poor nations is very
unstable. The people in these countries are not passively accepting their
assigned role as the world's "niggers," i.e., Viet Nam, Cambodia, the
Philippines, Greece, etc. They are struggling to break free of U.S. dominance
and this leads to the use of increasingly violent repression by those in power.
Torture is just one indicator of the political bankruptcy of a regime.
At the point where people in poor countries decisively begin to struggle
for state power, the economics of the situation changes. Where once the U.S.
claimed an asset, the protection of that asset becomes a liability—you might
even say the U.S. falls into the red. The financing of repression and war in
the poor nation comes almost totally from the U.S. 8 Where do the generals
get money for their electronic battlefields and mercenary ground troops?
From the taxes that fall heaviest on the poor and working class here in the
U.S.8 What happens when the nation puts itself on a war economy?
More jobs in certain sectors, but less real income for the workers, partly
because of the inflation caused by deficit-financing and by the flow of dollars
overseas. What happens when the U.S.-supported mercenaries can't handle
the situation? The impulse is to send in American troops, but because of the
success of the anti-war movement and the demoralization of the armed
forces this has become a difficult political move. So spend more on technology, torture, and mercenaries and what do you get? More inflation (food
prices up 20% in 1973, Dept. of Labor), a decline in real wages (a drop of
2.3% in 1973, Dept of Labor), working class discontent (the recent trucker's
strike), millions of twisted pieces of foreign flesh, and for the rich, the moral
responsibility for which someday the people will hold them accountable.
As the discontent here in the U.S. widens, the rich and powerful will
combine acts of repression and reform to stifle it, carrot and stick style.*
As corporate profits are cut into more and more by reforms, the reaction to
discontent will be increasingly repressive. The rich and powerful class in the
U.S. has never had any moral hang-ups about violence. When the economics

*On the same day Nixon announced a proposed freeze on the cost of
No. 2 diesel fuel, it was also announced that the FBI would be investigating
"all criminal acts."
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of the U.S. imperial system come home and the common people come to see
the need for a second American revolution, it will be Americans who are
wired with electroshock machines.*
What a horrible prediction. If it's a foregone conclusion that there will
be systematic torture right here in the U.S., what's the use of fighting
against it?
While I believe that those in power will some day resort to torture, it is
a political question as to when that torture begins. Does it begin 10 years
before the people win state power or two weeks before? For Americans to
limit this period of torture, as they have limited direct military intervention,
the fundamental goal is an aroused, informed citizenry able to take the
power of the economy away from the rich. The work to be done by those
already aware of their opposition to the system is to "patiently explain"
in reasonable American working class terms the class realities of today.
Certain sectors of the working class are more strategic than others, i.e.,

trucking, steel, armed forces, and auto workers, but personal integration into
the working class is an indispensable prerequisite. By consolidating the power
of American workers, all people under the thumb of U.S. business, Greeks,
South Viet Namese, Latin Americans, Africans, all these and others will face
less torture and daily violence
Steve Hantzis
Indianapolis, Indiana

*Electro-shock is already being used. In federally-funded prison programs
across the nation, inmates are involuntarily subjected to "electro-shock
therapy." Although the voltage level is relatively low, still discomforting, the
instrument can be turned up! One of the products of this therapy seems to
be loss of early memories.
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THE BRIDGE OF ARTA*

Pull my good man, each loop, pull on the chain—
four years now walled in plaster
the bridge is solid
—without bread, without water, without sleep these eyes.
Footsteps sound and the bridge trembles
wild birds fly, foreigners pass through:
—do come, do come,—
woe for our fate, pity for our lot.
We dig with our nails to come into the light,
we are one with the stone.
Holding the rock on our shoulders
thudding steps in our ears
the mouth full of blood, the eyes full of night
and above, people strolling
in Sunday's holiday sun
Health and happiness to you the masons and you their apprentices
one aims with the trowel, the other with the mortar
the eyes fill with earth, the night with blood
and we are turned to stone in the stance of waiting.
Now the bridge cracks, the river bleeds.
Foreigners take your clothes take your wraps
and return to your land, go back to your own.
For as the walnut leaf trembles so will the bridge
and as the leaves fall so will the passPrs-by.
from The Sorrow of Hellenism,
Poems 1969-1971
by C. Capri-Karka
*The Bridge of Arta is a very old folk ballad. A large crew was trying to

build this bridge, but every night the bridge would collapse. In order to make
the bridge stand, they had to sacrifice a human life The young wife of the
master-builder was walled in, alive. The modern parallel is the need to sacrifice the freedom of the Greek people in order to secure the bases for the
American fleet in the Mediterranean.
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THE LACK OF PLANNING
FOR THE DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME IN GREECE*

A state is not to be termed happy in regard to a
portion of the citizens, but in regard to them all."
-

Aristotle, politics
(1329 a)

The Greek planners, dazzled by the high living standards of the developed countries and convinced that real life begins at $1,000 or thereabouts,
decided to go after a high growth rate in GNP in their mad chase after certain
magic figures of average per capita income. This high per capita income has
been achieved now, but it has also resulted in a severely skewed income distribution pattern.
The goals of the Greek planners supposedly included raising the income
of the poorer sections of the population. Unfortunately, this goal is not their
first priority, and even when it is mentioned it is on an abstract level without
any real policy measures taken to close the gap between the few rich and the
many poor segments of the Greek people and regions.
How could they have a policy of regional and personal distribution of
income, while at the same time having as objectives a very high rate of
growth, rapid industrialization, and increasing participation of the private
sector in the overall development of the Greek economy? All these are contradictory policies of the orthodox Greek economists. They will never
achieve even a decent level of distribution of income and wealth if they continue pursuing all these objectives that would make Greece look good in

international statistics but not in reality.
It seems to me that the basic premise of those who support a high rate
of growth is that the status quo (and their privileged position in it) must be
preserved at all costs. They say the poor have no incentive to be anti-growth.
In the short run, growth probably does raise their salaries, although it
usually raises prices faster (this is exactly what happened in Greece). However, in the long run, the poor will still be on the bottom no matter how
much money they have. This is the way people who advocate growth want
it, and they also stand to gain from it, since they are usually the capitalists.
The stress on a high growth rate is especially vicious propaganda since the
poor accept these arguments and thus conspire in their own oppression.
It is very difficult to determine patterns of personal income distribution.
Unfortunately, serious studies in Greece have yet to be made on the subject.

*This paper was prepared for discussion at the Union for Radical Political
Economics (Washington Chapter) in December 1973. It represents aninitial
draft that will be revised and lengthened at a later date.
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The only adequate data were collected by I. Adelman and C. T. Morris in
the early 1960's, and they give the following results:
LowUpperPoor Middle Middle Middle High

Percentage of Population 0-20% 21-39% 40-60% 61-79% 20%
Percentage of Income
9.00 12.80 12.30 16.40 49.50

Highest

5%
23.00

The Athens Daily Post said that in 1970 the number of millionaires
rose to 1,553 and is still rising, supermagnates like Onassis, Niarchos, and
Linamos are in a class by themselves. Meanwhile, the people live in such poverty that large numbers are forced to emigrate in search of work.
Per capita GNP has risen from $400 in 1961 to $1,250 in 1972. However, it is important to point out that the significance of these per capita
figures is misleading and it is diminished by the considerable existing inequalities in income among regions as well as among groups. You don't have
to be an economist to see that the gap is_increasing. Just take the road from
Athens to Epirus and you will feel ashamed of the conditions that exist in
parts of the country. Compared to the capital city, the countryside is shockingly and unbelievably backward. Athens seems like a different world, an
alien body grafted onto mainland Greece. Unfortunately, one of the most
important things for the qualitative development of a country, such as the
distribution of income and wealth, has been forgotten to a very large extent
by the Greek planners.
It is a very sad phenomenon, especially in the last six years, that
qualitative matters have been neglected and the quantitative achievements
have become not only a priority, but the only goal for, progress,
If anA, as will now try to show, much of the planning has
actually been working against a better redistribution of regional and perSonid
income.
Professor Karageorgas has found that "instead of improving the situation, the Greek tax structure increases the inequality of income distribution. This adverse distributional effect of taxation is shown by the fact
that the Gini coefficient increases from 0:5884 before taxes and transfer
payments to 0:6058 after the allocation of the tax burden. Among the
reasons for such a distributional impact are the regressive effective tax rates
of almost all consumption taxes, the extensive tax evasion located mainly: in
the high income levels, and the great number of special tax privileges to
various persons and social groups: 4 *

*The most usual single indicator of size inequality of incomes is the Gini
coefficient, When we have perfect equality the value of the Gini will be zero.
With perfect inequality its value would be unity.
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One of the most interesting results of the Junta's economic policy is
that it has given many concessions to the Greek economic establishment.
With a law that the Junta created in 1967, the marginal rate of taxation for
the very rich has been reduced from 60% to 49%. So people with incomes
over 1 million drachmas pay less taxes than before!
The Junta, of course has shown complete servility not only to the local
oligarchy but to the foreign corporations as well. Estimates show that with
the privileges the government has granted to foreign capital, profits are so
high that an initial investment can be recouped in five to eight years. Never
have profits been so extravagant. Nor has Greece ever run up so many debts
in such a short time: Its foreign debts have tripled, rising from $1,100 million
in 1967 to more than $3,000 million by 1973.
A most important obstacle to a better redistribution of income has
been the extraordinary military expenditures; they remain a cancerous
growth which consumes the economic vitality of the nation.
One of the most frightening and alarming results of the high rate of
growth is the situation of the labor force: ". . .despite a growth in real
income of 6% a year, employment advanced by only 0.3% a year or at a
paltry increase of 190,000 jobs over a 20-year period (1951-1971) and that in
the ten years between 1961-1971 employment actually decreased by 148,000
jobs and the labor force (economically active population) accommodatingly
diminished by 250,000 individuals or 7%! Reduced employment and a
shrinking labor force are scarcely the benefits one would expect from a
society that is becoming richer with every production period." 2
In the last five years the money income of a wage-earner has
increased at a much slower pace than the income of a property or capital
owner. In the field of social welfare, the government has proposed a plan that
will reduce the contributions of the employers. This reduction will not be
accompanied by an increase of the state's contribution, but rather of the
workers' themselves. "The Greek system of industrial relations has been
turned into an employer's paradise and the Greek countryside has been
turned into a middleman's paradise."3
Tourism is an important source of foreign exchange and is a valuable
item in the balance of payments. But the official aim to have 10 million
visitors by 1980 will destroy the social, cultural, and ecological structure of
the Greek society. The Greek countryside and the Greek peasants will
become the servants of the rich tourists and - will never be able to break out of
the vicious circle of underdevelopment in which they have been trapped.
There has never been a systematic study of the role and the contribution of women in the Greek economy, but it can be said with certainty that
they are an oppressed sector in Greek society. Women are under-represented
in the scientific, technical, and industrial fields and also face income discrimination in other areas. 4 Tradition has emphasized and exalted a restricted life
for Greek girls. The selling and buying of girls through the custom of
dowries is a case in point. Until Greek women take a more active role in
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political, economic and social life, Greece cannot be considered a developed
country. On the other hand, a more equitable economic system might contribute to the liberation of Greek women.
Greece's decision to join the European Economic Community has
marked a turning point in her history. It has radically changed her development setting and has raised serious questions with respect to both the prospects and the orientation of her further development. The decision to enter
the Common Market should be an economic one. If Greece has to push for a
higher rate of industrialization and growth (a necessity to make her competitive with the European giants) resulting in a worse distribution of income and
wealth, alienation, and social decadence, and if it has to become the Florida
of the United States of Europe, then she must not join them.
The most recent plan of the Greek Government is a monstrous 15-year
plan. It comprises two volumes totaling 743 pages. Of these pages, only
three are devoted to the problems of the distribution of income and, as I
said before, most objectives contradict each other.
The former leader of the Junta, Papadopoulos, in one of his frequent
moments of instant philosophizing, said: The Greek people must eat less,
work more, and demand less."5 Of course, under these conditions.the role of
Greek planners is very difficult, but their major effort should be directed to
the improvement of the living conditions of the economically weaker segment
of the -population. The widening discrepancy between the income from agriculture and the economically strong groups, which are receiving highly
favorable treatment, must stop. Otherwise Greece will continue to be
ashamed to show the conditions that many of her children live in.
A policy of rationalization will meet serious resistance not only from
the network of vested interests, but also from the middle class, whose inclination to patterns of luxurious consumption will be difficult to reverse.
If Greece pursues economic development without reforming the existing
political, economic, and social structure, the ultimate result will be failure to
reach her goals.
Theodore C. Kariotis
Graduate Student of Political Economy
The American University, Washington, D. C.
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A GREEK FOREIGN STUDENT'S IMPRESSIONS OF THE U.S.A.
Wring the 1960's I was involved in student organization and activities
in Greene Ii the cicuithin ot student activities, we had educational, cultural
and pOlitichl objective& Our objectives were not exclusionist in nature and our
-overwhelming concentration was not on winning and defending benefits for
students only; Instead, we thought ourselves as part of a wider social move, ment alined at improving peacefully the whole society on behalf of all Greece.
The purpose and the nature of these kinds of objectives required a wide
knowledge of the political and economic characteristics of many countries.
In particular„. we developed an awareness of those countries which, because
of their military and economic powers, could influence in any way the course
of our life, After World War H, Greece became an American satellite, and the social
and Political strattyre: Of *U.S. was of great interest and the subject of
frequenftilicutsions
g Greek student& Without ever being in the U.S.
at that time, I held certain beliefs concerning the country. In particular, the
Kennedy and Martin Luther King assassinations, the Vietnam war, and the
- student movement in the U.S. created mixed feelings concerning the character
of the USA. Soweto:14 l saw it as a country struggling to transform itself
into a nevi work!. 'Of hopes- Kennedy administration, the '60's student
movement: aid feefinolteical achievements—and sometimes I saw it as a
country *frig to expand its military empire with the blood of innocent
people, and by interfering ih the political affairs of many other countries,
one of which viesgreece.
In the 1960's 1 was awarded a fellowship by an American university to puha* iny graduate studies. I was very excited for having the
?OlsertnilitY to come-and live temporarily in the U.S. and observe from within
its social fleattAres:•
When Flanded at Kennedy airport, for a momenta
:
thought1 *as Out o' .Snace ; indifference for the fellow man, fast pace of life
which made thepeeple around me look like robots, and pollution were three
things which irapressedine considerably. I flew from Kennedy airport to my
final destination hoping that campus life would not bear any resemblance to
what I had already experienced.
The first day of my campus life passed trying to adjust myself to the
new life and to the requirements of the college. My first experience in
campus life came when I entered the student lounge where many graduate
students were gathered. It seemed to me that the atmosphere was what a
Greek student would like—a place where world problems are presented and a
constructive and stimulating discussion is created. I approached the students
with the hope of enriching my experience. Unfortunately my expectations
were soon disappointed. The whole argument of the student discussion was
around a football game and what the coach had said after the game. I thought
that,- as usual, sports absorb part of student discussions and that the event
a
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was coincidental. But this was not the case, everyday the subjects of discussions were the same—football, basketball, nothing intellectual, nothing
stimulating and productive. As a newcomer in the American student community, I was asked many questions which I answered with pleasure despite
the fact that my answers often created much discontent for the nationalistic
American students.
As the time passed I felt that I might find some students for whom the
Greek political situation might be of interest and try to seek their help by
asking them to write to their senators. Only three of them, I say with regret,
showed some interest and willingly promised to send a letter to their
district senators.
As far as the majority of professors were concerned, I met the same
apathy. You see, they thought that their only life-objective was sports and
their field of specialization, closing their eyes to all the social and world
problems. A child suffering from hunger in Latin America was not of their
concern, but a nice ball pass by player A was of great interest.
Concerning friendship and hospitality on campus, I found it to be on a
very low level. The "me" and the "mine" were two words governing the
relationships among most students. Of course there were exceptions, but I
had to try very hard to identify them.
With regard to the noncampus life in the U.S., I did not find it much
different than that on campus. I observed a tendency among Americans to
strive constantly to a higher level of material possessions and to emulate the
consumption patterns of their neighbors. I travelled to many states and
for the majority of the people I met, the intellectual, political, and cultural
properties and activities were of little or no concern to them. I was amazed
with the coincidence of the American patterns of thinking. A people so
heterogeneous in races and cultures was greatly homogeneous in thinking and
priorities. The only explanation I can give to this phenomenon is that their
system has done a good job; it has brainwashed most of them to such a degree
as not to be able to see that they do not have a life of quality. To this situation, all sectors of their society have contributed. I observed that the media,
one of the best educational means, is stuck to consumerism, sports, and
violence. The established economic system by using the media continuously
create new material needs and insecurity both of which tend to deprive the
people of the right of having independent thinking and preference. Furthermore, the media never bother with what is going on in the rest of the world,
unless the U.S. is directly or indirectly involved.
With many Americans, I have discussed the role of U.S. foreign policy,
including policy toward Greece. I found them confused and inconsistent.
The argument that most of them often invoke is that they protect the world
from the vices of communism and quote the large amounts of dollars they
give to poor nations. For me, as a Greek, it is very difficult to buy their
argument. Greece was not in 1967 under a communist threat. Even though,
the U.S. interests and foreign policy imposed on the Greek people a dicta35

torship disregarding the culture and history of Greece. In fact, U.S. foreign
policy makers must realize that with this kind of policy, instead of fighting
communism they help it. Concerning the second part of their argument
that the U.S. gives money to the poor nations, it is nonsense. They must
know that the money they give is given to the wrong persons. They give
money to dictators who use it to oppress the people of their country.
Examples are South American countries and the military aid to the Greek
dictators. After all, an argument must be consistent; if the U.S.A. foreign
policy is against the red fascism, why not also against the black fascism since
both deprive the people of their freedom.
I believe that the lack of knowledge of U.S. foreign policy, and the
apathy that characterizes many Americans, might have adverse effects even
for their own political future. It is difficult to convince them, despite the
Watergate affair, that even behind their government there is a miliatry caste
and an economic establishment whose objectives are not different than those
of their counterparts ruling Greece, Spain, Portugal and South American
countries. Hence any tolerance on the part of the American .people for
military rulers might encourage their own ambitious militarists for similar
actions.
In the foregoing notes I expressed my views about some negative impressions I gathered about the U.S. and its people. I sought to treat them
with objectivity, and I hope that those Americans who will read them will
realize that I am aware of the good things of their country. But what needs
to be changed in a society is not the good things but rather the weaknesses.
Nikos Spartacos
(pseudonym)
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KSESPASMA (OUTBURST)
You the walking graves
living insults to life
murderers of your own thoughts
totems with human shapes
You who are jealous of the animals
and insult the meaning of Creation
who take refuge in ignorance
and accept Fear as your guide
You who forget the yesterdays
and so muddily see the todays
who are apathetic about Tomorrow
and breathe only to die
You who have hands only for applause
and tomorrow will applaud
the loudest of all as always
just like yesterday just like today
You should know then
the living evidence of every Tyranny
how very much I hate the tyrants
as much as I loathe you
From the Bogia (Paint) by Alexander
Panagoulis. (Translated by Nikos Petropoulos. )
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SONGS, LETTERS, MESSAGES, BROADCASTS, DECLARATIONS,
PROCLAMATIONS AND RESOLUTIONS FROM THE GREEK PEOPLE

The following are documents from the Greek people before and after
the November 25 coup. They include songs, letters, messages, broadcasts,
declarations, resolutions etc. The broadcasts were made over the clandestine
radio station of the Polytechnic students during the November 14-17 studentworker revolt. The broadcasts of the underground radio station included exhortations, revolutionary songs, international news, and repeated appeals for
medical help.* The student broadcasts were frequently jammed by the junta,
but the students managed to get their message to the Greek people. At least
for three days they were in control of things, and the junta had lost control
of the situation. Then on the basis of some plan, Pericles, Poseidon, or
Prometheus, we don't know yet, the Armed Forces intervened to suppress
the revolt in order to safeguard NATO's "balance of power" and America's
national security" in the Mediterranean. There are unofficial reports that
between 200 and 400 people lost their lives during this revolt, including the
two male and one female broadcasters.
The November coup was not really a coup. Since there is continuity of
personnel and policy, the more proper name for it is a "change of guard."
The Greek people are aware of these recurrent masquerades and are escalating
their resistance against the junta.
-.

t

t

..HERE IS THE POLYTECHNIC, HERE IS THE POLYTECHNIC, YOU
ARE LISTENING TO THE RADIO STATION OF THE FREE FIGHTING
GREEK STUDENTS AND THE FREE FIGHTING GREEKS.. .
The students from all the schools during the student movement
became conscious that our problems in relation to the democratization of
education and operation of the educational system could not be solved without change in the political • situation. Thus, beginning our political struggle;
the students and working people have closed themselves in the Polytechnic
Institute to make our positions clear and to call upon the Greek people to
join us and fight with us until the final victory.
First, the main_prerequisite for the solution of all the popular problems
is the immediate overthrow of the tyrannic regime of the junta and the simultaneous institution of popular sovereignty.
Second, the institution of popular sovereignty is intertwined with

*A composite cassette tape of the Polytechnic broadcasts and the accompanying English transcript are available for $5.00.
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national independence from foreign interests which for years have been
supporting tyranny in our country. The vast mobilization of the Greek
people and the demonstration of solidarity from all corners of Greece is the
best answer to all those who tried to defame us.
Greek people, the struggle for popular sovereignty and national independence today means the immediate massive syndicalist fight on all our
problems—financial, professional, social—strikes, massive mobilization, massive demonstrations, with target: the general strike for the overthrow of

the junta.
Here at the Polytechnic is the center of the gathering together for the
mobilization, en masse, of the popular struggles All united in the struggle
for democracy and national independence!
Statement read to Greek and foreign
journalists by the Student Coordinating Committee and also broadcast
over the Polytechnic Institute underground radio on November 14-17,
1973. (PAK Newsletter, 12173).

..THE HOUR OF FREEDOM HAS COME. ..
Greek People. The time has come for the junta to pay for what it has
done to you for the last six years of dark slavery.
Don't despair. The victory will be ours From everywhere we hear
encouraging signals about this subject. With a general dissemination of information calling for a general strike we expect to overthrow the junta's fabrication. The fabrication which has caused the people of this country to go
hungry and for all of the industrialists, friends of the junta, whether they be
Greeks or Americans to ignore the sweat of your brow under the protection
of the junta.
Show your strength. Show your strength to those who for six solid
years have ignored your voice, who have ignored and have been angered at
your protests and who are actually enjoying themselves at your expense.
No more work so that the junta and its American friends can benefit. No
more accommodations. No more slavery. The hour of freedom has come.
People, we call on you for a general overall strike in all areas of industry;
only thus will the tyrant die and will we gain a pure democracy.
Greek people, the thoughts and hearts of your fighting children are
with you, with your troubles and your suffering. The sufferings of the last
six years have been many. Enough! the time has come to show your
strength. The junta actually has ignored your interests, for the benefit of its
American benefactors and supporters.
The time has come when you will give to fascism what it deserves.
Students, workers, farm workers, clerks. Altogether, let us walk

against the junta which has embraced in a death like grip our entire land
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which is leading it to destruction.
Our place is at the Polytechnic. We shall all start the new era in
Greece, a true and free Greece. No to fascism! No to the junta and the
Americans. Onward for the general strike which shall overthrow the antidemocratic government and will bring us freedom. Onward for popular
sovereignity.
Underground radio broadcast on November 14-17, 1973. (Source Alpha).

. . .WE LOVE THE STATE BUT NOT THE JUNTA*. .
We are the only station that has operated freely in Greece after six
years. It is six years now that in Greece the mass media have been in the
hands of the junta. In the hands of the junta which distorted the truth. And
would give only its view of the facts. Don't listen to what the mass media
tell you. They argue that we are against the state. We are not against the
state. We love the state. We don't love the junta. We want a state that
derives its powers from the people. . .People of Greece! You that are fighting
at this moment against the junta, continue your fight undaunted. We are
already very many. We are hundreds, we are thousands who are fighting. In
Athens, in Salonica, in Patras, in Megara, in Scaramanga, in Drama where also
a general strike has been proclaimed We ask warmly all the fighting Greeks,
all the Greeks who are demonstrating their passion against the junta not to
retreat, not to be afraid at the moment of confrontation with the organs of
of the junta. Reject the statements on radio and television. They are lies.
They distort the real facts.
Underground radio broadcast on November 14-17, 1973. (PAK Newsletter,
1/74).

*The students were responding to the charges that they were anarchists.
There are reports that destruction of University property was caused by
provocateurs in order to justify intervention.
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. . .BREAD, EDUCATION, FREEDOM, DEMOCRACY.. .
People. Live like a Greek. The government is unable to solve the
problems that confront us, as it is unable to solve the problems of any branch
or any group of workers or professional& We want a technical education consistent with our economic growth. All of us, let us get out into the struggle
for Bread, Education, Freedom, and Democracy. All of us to the Polytechnic. Down with the junta.
Signal to the Polytechnic underground
radio station from the Panhellenic
School of Textiles. Broadcast November 14-17, 1973. (Source Alpha).
...TAKE YOUR HANDS OFF...
Today, side by side with the fighting youth we call for a strike and are
prepared to fight side by side with them to the end during this critical period,
for the Greek people and its dignity. We will fight alongside them, alongside
all Greek patriots in their just struggle which is also the struggle of every
Greek person. The struggle which should result in the overthrow of the junta
and the expulsion of the American Imperialists and their indigenous lackeys.
Take your hands off the proud Greek youth. Take your hands off Greece.
Long live the Greek people.
Message from the theatre actors and
technicians broadcast over underground
radio station on November 14-17,
1973. (Source Alpha).
. . .THE STRUGGLE IS A COMMON ONE.. .
We are fighting to avert the pollution of the Saronic Gulf. We realize
that Mr. Andreadis* is not the only one to blame. The junta which is supported by people like Andreadis and his ilk is also to blame. Today the
*The junta gave Stratis Andreadis, head of the Commercial Bank of Greece,
the right to build an oil refinery on their land; in the process, their land was
expropriated and their olive groves destroyed. (The people of Durham, New
Hampshire, I'm sure can empathize with these Greek peasants.) When the
"new junta" took over, their lands were restored, but as all of us know,
olive groves don't grow overnight. (Shuster, New York Times, 12/1/73.)
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junta's courts gave Mr. Andreadis the land rights, to which we respond very
strongly. We shall struggle for our rights. The people of Megara state today
that they are ready to stand side by side with the students who are expressing
themselves against the junta. The struggle is a common one. It is not for the
people of Megara nor is it just for the Polytechnic Institute. It is for Greece.
For its people which wants to control its own life. To insure its health and to
travel on the road to progress. The basic prerequisite has to be the overthrow
of the present government and the reinstatement of the sovereignity of the
Greek people. This letter is signed with the signatures of eight influential
citizens of the people of Megan.
Letter from the people of Megan
broadcast over underground radio sta.
tion November 14-17, 1973. (Source
Alpha).
...THEY ARE CHILDREN OF THE GREEK PEOPLE...
At this moment the junta, the dictator, cannot even control its own
soldiers because there is not a soldier that belongs to the junta. All united.
Here is the Polytechnic, here is the Polytechnic, the free Polytechnic speaking to you and we stress the point that the students are ready and are in front
of the gates with their bare breasts open to the tanks, which have turned
back. They will not dare to step on the students, to pulverize the free
Polytechnic. The Greek students shout and cheer the Greek army, and the
Greek people with us—ARMY! PEOPLE! WITH US!! ARMY—PEOPLETOGETHER! At this moment we are hearing the slogans of the students
(outside), we are listening to the slogans: ARMY—PEOPLE—TOGETHER,
ARMY—PEOPLE—TOGETHER, THE ARMY WITH US! United in the
struggle against the junta. The junta for six years now has tyrannized and
tortured the Greek people. But now the people are ready to rise up, to rise
up and shout their demand for freedom. Their demand for popular sovereignty. In this they will succeed with their popular unity.
Underground radio broadcast on November 14-17, 1973. (PAK Newsletter,
1/1974).
.. OUR ONLY WEAPON IS OUR FAITH IN FREEDOM, OUR LOVE
FOR OUR COUNTRY. . .
We are unarmed, we are unarmed, we are unarmed, we are unarmed.
Our only weapon is our faith in freedom. Our only weapon is our bare
breasts thrust forward—in whatever way the occupier comes, in whatever way
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they attack us—with tanks, with machine guns—we will confront them with
our bare breasts thrust forward, because we believe that the soldiers, our
brothers, will not dare to raise their hands and shoot their brothers. We are
struggling and fighting against the junta—against the foreign-inspired agents
of the U.S.A. To be against the junta means to be against the imperialists of
the United States. We are unarmed, we are unarmed, we are unarmed. Our
only weapon is our faith in freedom, OUR LOVE FOR OUR COUNTRY.
We are unarmed, we are unarmed. We say it and we stress it. We are unarmed And we will face the occupier with our bare breasts stretched forward. Already the tanks are circulating in Athens, the tanks are circulating
to attack us. We are the youth of Greece. . .we are Greeks, fighting against
the tanks, the tanks that are foreign-directed. The junta, the dictatorship,
did not manage to do otherwise. They did not manage to control the
situation. The only weapon they have is VIOLENCE. And once more they
are using naked violence against our people, against our fighting, glorious
people.
Underground radio broadcast on November 14-17,1973. (PAK Newsletter,
1/74).
.OUR NATIONAL CAPITAL OF TOMORROW. ..
Immediately the slogan was given that the bells in the church should
ring. People went up into the bell towers of many churches and started that
rhythmic and shaking sound of the bells. The last words of the station of the
Polytechnic filled your eyes with tears. The National Anthem of the kids,
who with damp eyes were greeting the tanks, trying in this way to persuade
the soldiers not to hit their brothers who were unarmed and asked for FREEDOM and a BETTER GREECE, a Greece for all the Greeks, and a Greece
that belonged to the Greeks. But, none of those directing the Operation
Horror were able to hear. Their ears have been clogged for years, as well as
their eyes, and their pores—they stand like statues, unheeding, like animals,
and did not even understand what was happening. And so the order for the
seizure of the fortress was given, with the youth—full of life—on the bars of
the gate, our scientists of tomorrow our national capital of tomorrow. They
were standing their with their shirts open, putting forward their bare chests,
as their only weapons—awaiting--steadfast and fearless—their destruction.
A letter to a relative in Canada from
an eyewitness of the invasion of the
Polytechnic Institute by the Armed
Forces. (PAK Newsletter, 1/74).
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THE BALLAD OF A FREE PEOPLE*
The sun weaves good morning with countless leaves.
The skies teem with whirling banners.
While some are held in iron, others in earth.
Listen! Any moment bells will herald.
This land is theirs and this land is ours.
Beneath the soil
Their crossed hands clutch the chords.
They await the hour.
They wait to ring their renaissance.
This land is theirs and this land is ours
No one can ever steal it from us.
Listen! Any moment bells will herald.
This land is theirs and this land is ours.
From The Ballad of a Free People
(The Story of the Greeks, Music by
Mikis Theodorakis and lyrics by Yannis
Ritsos. Translated by Leonides Manos
and Maria Vannas.)

DEAR BROTHER IN CHRIST.. .
The new calamity that hit our country fills the Greeks everywhere
with grief. The repression and the contempt for the life of the other, the injustice and the uncertainty hang over our country and its blue sky has
darkened. The people, the youth demand truth and justice. They demand
the light and life. They want solid foundations of ethical values in order to
build their lives, the structure for a genuine democracy. The struggle which

*The song banned by the "old junta" was frequently played over the
Polytechnic radio station. Theodorakis whose songs had been banned by the
junta and who had been imprisoned, exiled and released disbanded his
orchestra after the Polytechnic events in order to devote himself full time to
the struggles for the overthrow of the junta. (Campana, 1/25/74).
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served these demands was muzzled for a second time. Christianiki, * the
bulwark of the voice of the Gospel suspended publication under the unacceptable conditions of preventive censorship. Two of our books (For a
Christian Democracy and In Search of Democracy) have already been confiscated by the military authorities of Northern Greece. We are going through
hard times We are returning to April 21, 1967. We don't know how long
this time martial law and censorship will be maintained. The struggle must
be preserved until that time. We are requesting your help. Do what you can
individually and in your area. Send your subscription and see to it that those
in your area send in theirs. From the few to the many. Let the example of
the early church christians relive today (A KOR I, 6 1-2). As then, we will
show our presence in this christian work. As God blessed the victorious
struggle then, he will also bless us now; and victory will come to the struggle
both for the benefit of the Greeks and for the entire world.
A letter by Nicholas Psaroutlakis, publisher and editor of Christianiki to his
principal coordinating subscribers around the world, November 21, 1973.
(Source Beta).

GREEK ORTHODOX THEOLOGIANS' DECLARATION
1) The present dictatorship in Greece is destroying the Greek culture
and way of life through the institutionalized violence and subversion of private life. It now rules by force and threat alone. Communal life is being
turned into a jungle. In fact no one is above the law except God; worldly
power is entrusted by God to civil authority to keep justice and order in
human society and relations If anyone poses himself above the law and betrays the divine mandate for justice he is in rebellion against God. Eastern
tradition, too, understands that good rule is carried out through the moral
persuasion and virtue of the ruler. One may conquer people by the sword,
but they cannot be ruled by the sword.
2) The dictatorial regime in Greece is destroying freedom of conscience
and freedom of religious belief. There is: (1) interference by the regime in

*Christianiki was a Christian socialist bi-weekly. Among other things it
inaugurated a column, "New Horizons," devoted to the student movement
after the 1972 student elections. During the summer of 1973 it participated
in the campaign against the "old junta's" general referendum. By the fall of
1973, it was calling for Papadopoulos's resignation. When Papadopoulos was
overthrown, the paper said the tyrannist fell, now tyranny should fall too.
However, in the short run, tyranny won out. The paper was shut down and
Naroudakis deported to Yaros, just as it was planning to become a weekly.
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the church hierarchy such as the state appointment of the notorious Ieronymos Kotsonis, as uncanonical Archbishop of Athens, and other local bishops;
(2) arbitary arrests; (3) repression of free press such as the recent cancellation
of two opposition newspapers Vradini and Christianiki, the second one carrying on the Christian resistance across the country.
The Greek Orthodox Church and other Christian chruches and religious
bodies must be the defenders of conscience for the people; for destruction of
conscience is the most demonic act. In defending the freedom of religious
belief against interference by the dictatorship in Greece, Christian churches
are also defending freedom of conscience for the entire Greek people.
3) The dictatorship in Greece is using systematic deception, manipulation, and indoctrination to control the people. The mass media have been
turned into the regime's propaganda machine to tell the people half-truths
and outright lies and to control and manipulate information in order to
deceive people.
We believe that Christians are witnesses to truth, always struggling to
break any system of deception and manipulation, for to tell the thruth is the
ultimate power that sets men free for God's just Messianic Kingdom.
4) The dictatorship in Greece uses sinister and inhuman, and at the
same time, ruthlessly efficient means to destroy any intellectual criticism,
political opposition, and innocent people. The fascist military police ESA, for
these purposes, is somewhat similar to the Nazi Gestapo and the KGB of the
Stalin era. People and especially students, have been physically and mentally
tortured, intimidated, threatened, and sometimes made to disappear completely. Such treatments are indeed diabolical acts against humanity.
5) The present cruel regime in Greece is responsible for the economic
system of the country, in which the rich become richer and the poor poorer.
The people, poor urban workers and especially rural peasants, are victims of
severe exploitation and socioeconomic injustice. The so-called "economic
development" in Greece turned out to be the conspiracy of a few rulers
against the poor people, and a curse to our environment We as Christians must struggle to annihilate this Kingdom of Antichrist, the system of extreme dehumanization and injustice; for we are
witnesses to the ongoing movement of the Messianic Kingdom in history, in
which the poor will be enriched, the oppressed will be vindicated, and peace
will be enjoyed by the people.
From a declaration of Greek Orthodox Theologians for Freedom and
Dignity of the Greek People, Athens,
December 1973. (Source Beta).
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STUDENT AND WORKER PROCLAMATION
The basic elements of a free, democratic society are POPULAR
SOVEREIGNTY and INDEPENDENCE FROM THE IMPERIALIST TIES
OF FOREIGN AND INDIGENOUS MONOPOLIES. What more natural
than the student movement becoming part of the political mobilization and
calling the working people into a common struggle for the demolishing of
the dictatorship?
-The division of intellectual labor from manual within our exploitative society will be replaced with the single struggle of all those who are
exploited and whose problems are interrelated.
--The human knowledge that is developed from social research must
bind itself with social action; it must acquire a shield and spear so as not
to be fragile.
--The manual labor must stop being done by living robots and must be
replaced with the free creative work of responsible people, so much in the
production as in the laying out of the social course.
We directed an appeal to our brothers and sisters abroad, who either
because they were hungry or because they were chased by the junta and
abandoned their Greek home, to strengthen their resistance against the
dependent country to which they will someday return.
We the coordinating committee of students and working people call
on alin students and working people in order to develop our ties within the
great social struggle which soon will break the dam which is hindering the
stream that will nourish our uncultivated earth. And we must break all dams
to the last, in order to mould our own lives with our own hands, and with
freedom of thought. The Greek people, as any people, do not only have a
long past but also an unlimited future.
From the proclamation of the joint
committee of students and working
people of the Polytechnic School towards the Greek people and to all the
peoples of the world, December 10,
1973. (PAK Newsletter, 1/74).
. . .WHEN THEY ARE OPEN WOUNDS, HURT ARE ALSO THE EYES
THAT BEHOLD THEM. . .
What happened last November is known to you. Information must
have reached you as a distant echo of events. If nothing reached you, or if
what you learned sounded like simple political quarrels concerning the domestic affairs of a small and poor country—a tiny spot somewhere in the
Balkans—so that if you showed whatever interest, you would consider it a
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"violation of the principles of independence and the right to settle the
affairs of our own house," then your information of the events is incomplete
and the truth has been crippled. If what you learned has been portrayed as
a rearrangement of the previous government through the intervention of the
army, this is only half of the miserable truth, that we call a "changing-of-theguard of the dictators" over the proud head of the Greek people whom they
need as rayahs and slaves.
It is true that crude violence and the tanks subdued the Greek people
again, in that "never-ending night" of Friday-twoards the 17th of November.
They vanquished its unarmed body but they could not master its unenslaved
spirit and its rebelling free soul. We students, together with the workers, as
vanguard forces, demanded social change; we threatened with the overthrow
of the junta calling for popular sovereignty as the only power able to impose
social justice and to demand political freedoms. We shall not abandon these
pursuits under any form of terrorism or any type of violence, but with more
determination and greater experience, we shall continue our fight until the
final victory. This is more forcibly demanded of us now by the unjustly
spilled blood of our brothers, which cries for revenge.
If the events of last November were written in small letters in your
newspapers, as a simple event which evolved into a demonstration easily
disposed by the police, then it is a distortion of the truth. In those days, the
the people of Athens, Patras and Salonica (the rest of Greece had no chance
to react as they lacked direct information) succeeded, with the students at
the front, in openly and effectively showing their opposition to, and decisively exposing to the whole world (and especially to Europe) the cruel
Nazi-ist oppression. The people had only the time to raise their fist in
unison against the junta which is supported by your great country.
The people ask for freedom and democracy, but the unhesitating
dictators trample them, wound them, kill them, and send them into exile.
The concentration camps of Yaros and Leros have been opened again. Many
of our compatriots are being tortured there or are in the detention houses of
the military police (ESA) and the security forces. Students are hiding to
escape persecution; others, more than 200, no longer live; and still others,
more than 1,000, lie wounded in hospitals or their homes.
Do not be amazed that the instruments of the junta fired directly at
the unarmed patriots. They filled the streets of Athens with innocent blood.
They smashed with the tanks men and women whose desire to live free was
stronger than their fear of death.

We have proved that we can live freely and independently and we have
proclaimed that belief to the free world. We'll spare no sacrifice to direct our
own future.
Whoever of you cares about our fate, for the freedom of the fighting
Greek people, and beyond that for a better world must, it is your duty, help
morally and materially. You must see our situation as your personal affair.
"When there are open wounds, hurt are also the eyes that behold them. . ."
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The recent events have created such and so many needs that it is
impossible to meet them under the oppression and terrorism that we live.
For this reason we are addressing and informing you in the hope that you
will respond to our needs
Up to November we managed, with few loses, to fight with determination and enthusiasm for the restoration of our free democratic life. Our
academic and syndicalist demands, which were orignally the reasons for the
student movement, have clearly become the spark in the popular and political
powder-keg. The student problem was, and is, at its basis, a political
problem; and the students as sons and daughters of the suffering people
joined their pioneering force with the popular mass movement for a better
society. Our aim is the overthrow of the junta. Our end is popular sovereignty.
But now, after November the new dictators in their "death-rattle"
strive to live from our blood.
There are families who have an urgent need for help; the families of
the killed are many.
There are people who urgently need surgery to be able to live or walk
again. (In the accident hospital in Athens, a young girl needs 30,000
drachmas—$1,0007for surgery.) A list of the addresses of the families of
the dead and wounded together with an evaluation of their needs, is already
being prepared.
The organizing students have greater needs now if they are to continue
their fight. A certain financial ease will help overcome many obstacles. [The
Hellenic American Society is initiating a "fund for the Greek people." Anyone wishing to contribute toward this fund may make a check payable to
the Hellenic American Society, a non-profit organization.]
Let us fight darkness and violence until, starting from Greece, they
disappear from the world.
Help raise the sun over Greece, give your hand to help raise it out of the
mud over the whole world.
)

Message to the American people from
Greek students in the underground,
December 1973. (Source Alpha.)
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KSASTERIA*

When will the skies be clear
When will February come
So that I will take my rifle
My beautiful patrona
And go down to Omalo
In the streets of Moussouro
and traitors Greeks
To slaughter
To make mothers without sons
Women without husbands
And small children without mothers
Crying at night for water
In the morning for their milk
And at dawn for their sweet mothers
From Resistance Songs of the Greek
People,(Translated and published by
Democratia, New York, 1971).

*When this Cretan fighting song was written is not known; however it was
among those sung during Crete's War of Independence from the Ottoman
Turks during the latter part of the 19th Century. (See Arnakis, National
Herald, 10/8/73.) Thus, the Ottoman Turks were among those to fill the
blank space. Then came the German Nazis. This song has become almost a
second anthem to the Greek students and was sung in most of the anit-junta
and anti-American demonstrations during 1973. The question we should ask
is will the American people be next? Already there has been Greek blood
shed and things don't augur well for Americans in the rising tide of antiAmericanism. If the American people do not want to have the blood of the
Greek people on their hands and if they want to spare themselves the agony
of another Vietnam War, then they should pull their forces out of Greece.
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DECLARATION OF EFEA*

We, Greek Students and Scholars of America (Ellines Fitites Kai
Epistimones tis Amerikis), having become conscious of the necessity for
change in Greece and driven by a feeling of responsibility which flows from
our especial position in society and believing that united and in continuous
and immediate contact with the Greek realities we shall be able to help in
our people's problems; we resolve to establish the Union of Greek Students
and Scholars of America (EFEA) with the principal aim the unification and
activation of our dispersed forces for the examination of and the contribution toward the solution of the social, economic, and political problems of
our fatherland.
EFEA
International Center
West Lafayette, Indiana
February 1974

*EFEEt was the National Student Union of Greece. It was equivalent to the
United States National Students Association. Before the junta took over in
1967, it was a confederation of various School Organizations throughout
Greece. The organization was dominated by students from the Center and
Center-Left of the political spectrum. When the junta took over, it abolished
all forms of snydicalism, including student syndicalism. The elected
leaders of EFE'Ewere.rertiaded_by political indifferents and junta supporters.
The drive of Greek students for student elections in the past two years has
been one of the principal factors in elevating their political consciousness.
EFEA is only one manifestation of this growth of consciousness among
Greek students and scholars.
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GREECE: SEVEN YEARS OF ARBITRARINESS
Some Impressions and Thoughts for the Future

In a few weeks Greece will complete seven years under military rule.
The anomaly that began in 1965 with the firing of Prime Minister Papandreou,
under Royalist and American auspices and was climaxed by the colonels
coup of 1967 has created the most serious political vacuum in the life of this
tormented country since the end of the second World War.
The past seven years have also had other serious effects on Greece and
and its people. Seven years of arbitrary rule by the military have produced a
new privileged class in Greek society, a military class of generals, colonels,
etc., and their capitalist entourage enjoying the economic benefits of tank
and bayonet power.
Low cost housing loans, car buying on unlimited installments, special
discounts in department stores are only a few of the fringe benefits of tank
and bayonet power. While a new economic class was born out of the coup of
1967, the bulk of the public has been hit by the effects of economic decision
by the few for the few. Income discrepancies in Greece are greater now than
in 1967; the economic benefits of neocolonial concessions extended to multinational corporations, foreign investors and lenders have undermined the
economic future of Greece, while a galloping inflation has brought about
30-50% price increases in the cost of living in the last eight months alone.
Foods long considered basic items in the Greek diet, i.e., bread, olives, cheese,
olive oil, have hit unprecedented price levels. Ex., bread, from (1967)
2.50 drs. to 9.20 drs. a kilo; cheese (1967) 20 drs. to-70 drs. a kilo in 1973,
etc. If meat was a luxury on the Greek table in 1967 it is more-so today, if
you can find meat that is at prices that have more than quadrupled in the
last two years.
But the experience of the past seven years is significant in other
respects too. In 1967 Papadopoulos claimed that the armed forces acting in
"unison" came to "save the nation from anarchy, corruption and communism," and pledged that he would carry out a true socio-economic revolution
for the Greeks. If by socio-economic revolution he meant selling Greece to
Tom Pappas, the Litton Industries, Coca-Cola, and a few hours of government
television propaganda embellished by dubbed American soap operas, then the
objectives of the revolution were achieved. As to how Papadopoulos saved
Greece from corruption we only have to look at the reasons given by the
new junta for the overthrow of Papadopoulos last November.
By massive propaganda campaigns, the use of terror, torture, and concentration camps (Greek political prisoners could write their own Gulag
Archipelago), Papadopoulos could not convince the Greek public that he had
indeed saved them from all the evils that threatened Greece in 1967.
Papadopoulos could find no • civilian collaborators to legitimize his regime,
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other than those military turned civilians and their capitalist associates who
shared in the economic benefits of tank power and those whose political
ambitions would have never been fulfilled in an open democratic and competitive system (ex., Markezinis, Androutsopoulos, etc.). And the last myth
that the armed forces in "unison" performed their "national mission" on
April 21 1967, was destroyed on November 25, 1973, when other colonels
moved against Papadopoulos. Some of Papadopoulos' closest collaborators
are now his severest critics. They accuse him of corruption, wrongdoing, and
of rigging the plebiscites of 1968 and 1973, facts that we all knew long ago.
But if the "pure" and the "moral" elements of the armed forces could not
from 1967 to 1973 avoid falling into corruption and misuse of power, why
should the new regime, that includes many of the same personalities of the
past seven years, be any different?
Greece for the last seven years has been in the hands of people whose
only objective is to perpetuate their personal rule. Isolated from the Greek
public, without a popular base other than the small native economic elite
and the external Pentagonist and capitalist interests the new Greek dictators,
much like their predecessors, are using the same methods of terror, propaganda, and arbitrary imprisonment. They forget though that these techniques
didn't work for the other colonels, and since on November 25, 1973, the
military themselves destroyed their own mythology, these techniques won't
work for them either.
One thing remains certain. The isolation both juntas faced from the
Greek public has been such that they also had to rely on the most incredible
collection of unknown individuals in positions of leadership. Individuals
who had to recreate their own past with Madison Avenue public relations
techniques to give themselves a semblance of importance. The latest in this
series of cases is the current Prime Minister Androutsopoulos, whose vitae
presents him with distinguished degrees in law and economics from the University of Chicago, a teaching career at the same institution and as a "maritime law expert." This fraud was recently exposed by the investigation of
the Chicago Daily News that showed that his University of Chicago career
was limited to some courses that he took there, while his only American degree was from the John Marshall Law School in Chicago, certainly not one
of the most celebrated law schools in the U.S.
The President of the Greek Republic is no better either. He was a
relatively unknown military officer prior to 1967 who supported Papadopoulos
and who rapidly rose to the rank of Lt. Gen. by surviving the numerous
purges of the military over the last few years. He had actually been bypassed
by Papadopoulos last summer during the reorganization of the military
hierarchy in favor of more "trustworthy" officers. Thus the new coup was
hatched by a diverse motley of disappointed officers such as Gizikis and right
wing extremists such as Ioannidis and Ladas.
The only difference between the closing years of Papadopoulos' rule
and the start of the Gizikis regime is that the latter, still in the process of
consolidation, is practicing collective rule as Papadopoulos did in his early
;
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days. Meanwhile the arbitrary rule of the country continues. Censored
newspapers that Col. Ioannides dislikes can easily be dealt with by closing
them down and exiling their editors. The same is true of movies, theaters,
etc., while the occasional revival of the communist threat is still used in
hopes of attracting public support.
But seven years of arbitrary rule have also devastated Greek foreign
relations. Isolated from the EEC, expelled from the Council of Europe,
Greece of Papadopoulos and Gizikis has had to rely more and more on the
U.S. for moral and material support. And the U.S. made the best out of this
situation. Homeporting facilities were granted to Pentagonist interests in the
Mediterranean, while other self-respecting countries, U.S. allies, declined the
honor. American investors, including as of late U.S. oil companies, found the
neo-colonial concessions a heaven of tax free benefits, low wages, and no
labor union restrictions. Even Makarios and Cyprus almost fell victim to the
Papadopoulos and NATOist intrigues and barely survived thanks only to the
alertness and determination of the Cypriots.
Seven years of arbitrary rule by these military conspirators have left
Greece with some very serious problems at home and abroad. Unfortunately
time has run out for Greece and for the Greeks. Greece cannot continue
with such extraconstitutional arrangements based on tank and bayonet
power This regime,. much like its predecessors, has no interest in return
to an open, competitive and democratic system. Their programmatic proposals and their policy decisions, much like those of their predecessors,
clearly show that the priority objective is the survival of their personal rule
at any cost. They have total contempt for and fear of any democratic
procedure.
Under these circumstances it is increasingly becoming evident that the
longer this anomaly continues the lesser arolife chanoes of a peaceful return
to normalcy in Greece. If the events in Athens that preceded the overthrow
of Papadopoulos signify anything, it is that the politically conscious Greek
public is losing its patio:tee. Seven years of oppression and lies along with
worsening economic conditions have brought the public to the point of open
defiance. Oppression, torture and exile, did not save Papadopoulos' regime
nor will it save GiO`kis'. As we approach the eighth year of military rule, the
prospects of return to normalcy in Greece are not good. And unless the
military withdraw to their barracks voluntarily and popular sovereignty is
restored through competitive politics open to all forces of the Greek political
spectrum, Greece is headed for troubled waters in the future. The time for
"half solutions" and foreign interventions in Greece is all gone. The Greek
public knows it. The sooner the Greek Army and its Pentagonist protectors
realize this the greater will be the chances of Greece's peaceful return into the
community of nations as a modern self-respecting democratic republic. But
is there such a prospect in sight?
-

,

-

John Ksasteriakis
(pseudonym)

ARE WE GOING TO TALK OF LACEDAEMONIANS NOW!*

Horses of iron
run wild in white light,
wooden effigies of men
in Freedom's funeral procession.
Our coulitry is now Australia
our country Germany
our country the new world
deep in the heart of the jungle.
It was a bitter prophesy, poet:
I fear that we may be the last
who still speak Greek—
we are the last who speak.
Our children are now taught
marksmanship and the puristic tongue.
We share the black broth
those who have ideas
are thrown down the Kaiadas
Far away,
look at the purple east
either with your shields or on them, with heroin.
from The Sorrow of Hellenism
Poems 1969-1971
by C. Capri-Karka

*The title is the last line of Cavafy's poem In the year 200 B.C. The Lacedaemonians, inhabitants of Sparta, were the embodiment of the militaristic spirit.
Defective children were thrown down a precipice, the Kaiadas, the boys in
Sparta had a harsh and disciplined upbringing in order to become good
soldiers: when they were ready for war, their mothers gave them their
shields saying i tan i epi tas, which means: come back "either with your
shield (if you win) or on it (dead, if you are defeated)."
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PROLOGUE FOR ACTION ON THE WESTERN FRONT

The mid-November 1973 Revolt was the first mass outburst against the
neocolonialist dictatorship in Greece. The Greek.people have had enough of
arbitrariness, press censorship, tortures, detentions, imprisonment, surveillance, hafiedismos, deportations from their own homeland, token democratization, and solutions from above and from outside. They don't want to be
considered as chunks of territory in somebody's geopolitical map; they don't
want to become the cement blocks of somebody's imperialist bridges; they
don't like the importation of "one dimensional" culture; they don't want to
become the "Florida of the United States of Europe; they want more than
the Westerner's patronization of their "golden age." They want the opportunity to control their own lives and to govern their own country without
unwanted external intervention.
Instead, the Greek people were victimized by another "coup d'etat" on
November 25, 1973. The "new junta" said that Papadopoulos was straying
from the ideals of the 1967 "revolution" and was leading the country to
another electoral parody, as the Greek people were not yet ready for such
electoral adventurism. In addition they accused him of arrogating too much
power to himself. Others,' however, say that the people's revolt caused the
junta to lose control; the economic inflation did not help the junta any; and
if the people had succeeded, the present strongmen, who had been the heads
of ESA (the Greek Military Police) during the former administration, would
be held accountable by the people. Thus, the "old junta" which was holding
the tiger by the tail lost its grip.
But the "new junta" is not really new. There is continuity in personnel.
Mr. loannidis himself, the incognito strongman, was the head of ESA, under
the "old junta," which tortured thousands of Greek dissidents. And the
"new junta" has not brought the "old junta" to justice. True, it is attempting
to prosecute some of "old junta" for white-collar crimes against the Greek
people, but this may only be a scapegoating stratagem to deflect hostility
from themselves. Moreover, the "new junta" is continuing its alliance with
NATO and the U.S., which were the fundamental causes in the November
Revolt. The "new junta" has caught the tiger by the tail again, and the new
doctors have restored the plaster casts and have added brackets to the
"parenthesis." As a way of revitalizing their 1967 "revolution," they have
shut down two papers, one conservative and the other Christian Socialist;
they have arrested over 100 people, including the Center Union leader whom

they got out of bed; and they have re-opened the island concentration camps.
One wonders how much longer will the Greek puppets contribute to the
"genocide" of their Greek brothers in order to serve the interests of the
remote security puppeteers from Washington? One wonders how many more
Greek lives will have to be lost in order to save the Greek people?
The "new junta's" grip on the tiger is no tighter than that of the
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"old junta," especially after the November tragedy in which the Greek
people lost the future investment of Greece, their youth. The Greek people
cannot put up with seven more years of "arbitrariness." The students and
the workers have organized coalitions to work for the overthrow of the junta.
Mikis Theodorakis has disbanded his orchestra to devote himself to the
struggle. And conservative politicans are saying there is a need to change the
"system" not the "person." It seems that the Greek,people are intensifying
the "unyielding struggle" against the junta with more unity and purpose than
ever before.
As the Greek students have said in their message to us, the struggle is
a personal one for all of us, and we must give them a hand. Our own moral
and material help is indispensable to them. As Alexander Panagoulis said:
"if we submit to force once there is nothing to stop us from submitting to
it again."
We need to bring about confrontations of conscience especially with
the accomplices of the junta and with leaders in pivotal positions who could
do something about the plight of the Greek people. We must confront
ambassadors, archbishops, patriarchs, politicians, congress people, presidents,
and investors. Two acts of confrontation that have come to my attention
recently are the following: the frustration of the "old junta's" ambassador
in his attempts to participate in the Minneapolis aquacentennial parade by
Greek American Solidarity and a protest against Walt Rostow (who took
part in a planning conference, in February 1967, of the 1967 coup
d'etat) 2 during his appearance at Lafayette, Indiana, by the newly organized
EFEA. These acts must be expanded to other communities and other
leaders. The higher clergy, too,must be goaded out of spiritual inertia and
take a more active interest for the "least" among them. Archbishop Iakovos,
the leader of two million Orthodox of North and South America, has
expressed elation over the acquisition of Soltzenitzin by the West, but we
would also like the Archbishop to do something about the 100's of unheard
of Greek Orthodox "solzenitzin's" in the detention and torture chambers of
ESA. We would also like the Archbishop to communicate with the "new
junta's" patron-saint, legitimator Archbishop Seraphim, suggest to him he is
collaborating with the new Hitlers, demand that the Greek Bishops stop
bickering over Canon Law—especially when the new arrangement is as
morally culpable as its predecessor—and start ministering to the real needs
of the eight million "Greek prisoners." A first act of conscience on the
part of Archbishop Seraphim that would separate him from the "old
junta's" patron-saint legitimator Archbishop leronymus, and would save
his soul if he has not lost it already, is to resign his post and stop the use of
the church to repress the Greek people. The brave stands of Psaroudakis
and other Greek theologians need to be emulated by the higher clergy.
The industrialist Uncle Tom Pappas, and others like him, with conglomerates in Greece must be confronted. Mr. Pappas was a poor immigrant for
whom the American Dream came true, thanks to concessions from rightwing governments in Greece and protections of these investments by the
Sixth Fleet. It makes horse sense why Mr. Pappas gave $100,000 to the
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Finance Committee to Re-Elect the President (Nixon), according to
Common Cause. 3 Mr. Pappas the industrialist-capitalist and the American
security bureaucrats have a cozy symbiotic relationship in Greece, but both
of them have become parasites of the Greek people.
We must also confront our congress people and the President of the
United States, the congress people for giving the President the right to take
advantage of the "national security" loophole and our President for using
such a loophole to restore aid to the military junta's of Greece. We recognize that there are congress people who have worked for the Greek (and
American) people, but the majority have voted against them. I believe the
present congress has also given the President the "loophole." And to please
the Greek industrialists and the security bureaucrats, he might just use that
loophole. There must be a lobby effort against this eventuality.
As we challenge these people, we must keep in mind that we are not
acting against the interests of the American people but against the interests
of the Greek-American military-industrial complex. We think the interests
of this complex are antithetical to the interests of the American people.
During the November student-worker Revolt, we saw the equation of
U.S.A. with the Swastika on the outside walls of the Polytechnic University, according to a report by CBS correspondent Dean Brellis. This is a sad
turn of events, given the historical fact that Greeks and Americans fought as
allies against Nazism. We also don't think the American people want to be
burdened with another imperialist venture as in Southeast Asia with more
conscriptions, more lives lost, more guilt, more amnesty questions, more
mass protests, more "peace with honor," more inflations, and with no end
in sight for the "Southeast Asia" war. Just because we don't think the American people can stand another Vietnam War, each of us must do all that he or
she can to stop U.S. involvement in Greece.
Nikos Petropoulos
Indianapolis, Indiana
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